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UNIVERSAL DIFFERENTIABILITY SETS IN CARNOT GROUPS
OF ARBITRARILY HIGH STEP
ANDREA PINAMONTI AND GARETH SPEIGHT
Abstract. We show that any Carnot group G with sufficiently many de-
formable directions contains a measure zero set N such that every Lipschitz
map f : G → R is differentiable at some point of N . We also prove that model
filiform groups satisfy this condition, extending some previous results to a class
of Carnot groups of arbitrarily high step. Essential to our work is the question
of whether the existence of an (almost) maximal directional derivative Ef(x)
in a Carnot group implies the differentiability of a Lipschitz map f at x. We
show that such an implication is valid in model Filiform groups for directions
that are outside a one-dimensional subspace of horizontal directions. Con-
versely, we show that this implication fails for every horizontal direction in the
free Carnot group of step three and rank two.
1. Introduction
Rademacher’s theorem asserts that every Lipschitz map f : Rn → Rm is differ-
entiable almost everywhere with respect to the Lebesgue measure. This important
result has been extended to many other spaces and measures [2, 5, 18, 27]. It is also
interesting to consider whether Rademacher’s theorem admits a converse: given a
Lebesgue null set N ⊂ Rn, does there exist a Lipschitz map f : Rn → Rm which
is differentiable at no point of N? The answer to this question is yes if and only
if n ≤ m and combines the work of several authors [38, 30, 31, 3, 8]. In the case
where n > m = 1, the results in [9, 10, 12] provide a stronger result: there is a
compact set of Hausdorff dimension one in Rn which contains some point of differ-
entiability of any Lipschitz map f : Rn → R. Such a set may even be chosen with
upper Minkowski dimension one [12]. Sets containing a point of differentiability for
any real-valued Lipschitz map are called universal differentiability sets. We refer
the reader to [32] and the references therein for more discussion of such sets.
The present paper continues the investigation of universal differentiability sets in
Carnot groups which was started in [28, 17], see also the survey [29]. We recall that
a Carnot group (Definition 2.1) is a simply connected Lie group whose Lie algebra
g admits a stratification, i.e. it admits a decomposition g = V1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Vs where
Vi+1 = [V1, Vi] for i = 1, . . . , s − 1. The subspace V1 is called the horizontal layer
while s is the step of the Carnot group and to some extent indicates its complexity
(Carnot groups of step one are simply Euclidean spaces). Carnot groups have a
rich geometric structure adapted to the horizontal layer, including translations,
dilations, Carnot-Carathe´odory (CC) distance, and a Haar measure [1, 7, 15, 23].
In the last two decades Carnot groups have been studied in connection with several
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different areas of mathematics, such as PDE, differential geometry, control theory,
geometric measure theory, mathematical finance and robotics. Their rich structure
allows one to define differentiability of maps between Carnot groups (Definition 2.8).
Pansu’s theorem states that every Lipschitz map is differentiable almost everywhere
with respect to the Haar measure [27]. This is a generalization of Rademacher’s
theorem to Carnot groups.
In [28], it was shown that Heisenberg groups contain measure zero universal dif-
ferentiability sets. Heisenberg groups are the most frequently studied non-Euclidean
Carnot groups and have step two. In [17] this result was extended to give a mea-
sure zero and Hausdorff dimension one universal differentiability set in any step
two Carnot group. The present paper extends these results and the associated
techniques to higher step Carnot groups satisfying a precise geometric condition,
namely having sufficiently many deformable directions (Definition 2.15). This is a
geometric condition expressing that, roughly speaking, horizontal lines can be nicely
modified to pass through nearby points, without changing too much their length or
their direction. This condition applies in particular to model filiform groups (Defi-
nition 2.22), which can have arbitrarily high step despite their relatively simple Lie
brackets. Model filiform groups have been previously investigated in connection
with non-rigidity of Carnot groups [25], quasiconformal mappings between Carnot
groups [36, 37] and geometric control theory [4].
Before describing more carefully the results of this paper, we briefly discuss
the techniques involved in constructing universal differentiability sets. We believe
these are of independent interest as they only depend on the geometry of the space
involved. In [30, 28, 17], the key technique for constructing measure zero universal
differentiability sets builds upon the idea that existence of a maximal directional
derivative for a Lipschitz map suffices for its differentiability. In Euclidean spaces,
this observation takes the following form: if f : Rn → R is Lipschitz and |f ′(x, v)| =
Lip(f) for some direction v ∈ Rn with |v| = 1, then f is differentiable at x, see
[13]. However, a general Lipschitz map may not have such a maximal directional
derivative. In [30] it was shown that any Lipschitz map f : Rn → R admits a linear
perturbation that has an almost maximal directional derivative at some point x in
a direction v. They also show that almost maximality suffices for differentiability
and the point x can be chosen inside a measure zero set N that is independent of
f . Combining the two facts we have that N is a universal differentiability set of
measure zero.
In [28, 17], the present authors and E. Le Donne showed that if f : G → R is
a Lipschitz map on a step two Carnot group and Ef(x) is a maximal directional
derivative (Definition 2.13), then f is differentiable at x in the sense of Pansu, see
Definition 2.8). Moreover, in step two Carnot groups, it was also shown that almost
maximality of a directional derivative suffices for differentiability. Generalizing the
Euclidean techniques one can then construct a measure zero and Hausdorff dimen-
sion one universal differentiability set. Moreover, for each horizontal direction E in
an arbitrary Carnot group, differentiability of the CC distance at exp(E) is equiv-
alent to validity of the following implication: maximality of Ef(x) for Lipschitz
f : G → R implies differentiability of f at x (Proposition 2.14). However, in the
Engel group, which represents the simplest step 3 Carnot group, neither of the
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above properties hold. The counterexample is simply given by the horizontal direc-
tion X2, since the CC distance fails to be differentiable at exp(X2). It is then clear
that the geometry of the space impacts the differentiability of its Lipschitz maps.
The reason why maximality implies differentiability (Proposition 2.14(2)) fails
for the direction X2 in the Engel group is that horizontal lines in the direction
X2 cannot be modified to pass through nearby points without increasing too much
their length. If ‘maximality implies differentiability’ fails, then so does the stronger
implication ‘almost maximality implies differentiability’. This stronger implication
depends upon the possibility of modifying horizontal lines with some controlled
bounds on both their length and their direction. This stronger modification is useful
because in ‘almost maximality’ the directional derivative is maximal only compared
to directional derivatives coming from pairs of points and directions which satisfy
estimates expressed using difference quotients of the Lipschitz map. A direction is
deformable if suitable deformations of horizontal lines are possible. All horizontal
directions in step two Carnot groups are deformable. This was proved in [17],
though the word deformable was not used there. In the present paper we show that
in model filiform groups En, any horizontal direction other than ±X2 is deformable
(Theorem 4.4). We also show that ±X2 are deformable in En if and only if n = 2
or n = 3 (Corollary 3.4).
A set N in a Carnot group G is a universal differentiability set if every Lipschitz
map f : G → R is differentiable at some point of N (Definition 2.10). We say that a
set has CC Hausdorff dimension one if it has Hausdorff dimension one with respect
to the CC metric. Our main result is the following.
Theorem 1.1. Let G 6= R be any Carnot group that has a ball of uniformly de-
formable directions (see Assumptions 6.1). Then G contains a universal differen-
tiability set N ⊂ G of CC Hausdorff dimension one (in particular measure zero).
In particular, all model filiform groups En for n ≥ 2 contain a CC Hausdorff
dimension one universal differentiability set.
A ball of uniformly deformable directions is needed in Theorem 1.1 because one
constructs the measure zero UDS using countably many horizontal curves which
are dense in some sense. To prove that ‘almost maximality implies differentiabil-
ity’ (Theorem 6.6) one needs to approximate the almost maximal direction with
a sequence of deformable ones. If we do not require that the UDS has measure
zero, then only one deformable direction is needed to show that almost maximality
implies differentiability.
Notice that Theorem 1.1 applies to the Engel group E4, which was the problem-
atic group in [17]. Hence one may ask whether Theorem 1.1 holds without assuming
Assumptions 6.1. Our second result shows that, unless one fundamentally changes
the techniques used, the class of Carnot groups must indeed be restricted.
Theorem 1.2. In the free Carnot group F2,3 with rank two and step three, the CC
distance is not differentiable at exp(E) for any horizontal direction E ∈ V1.
Consequently, ‘maximality implies differentiability’ fails in F2,3 for every hori-
zontal direction.
This improves in a strong way upon [17], where it was shown that maximal-
ity implies differentiability fails for one direction in the Engel group. It would be
interesting to know whether F2,3 contains a measure zero UDS or instead the op-
posite result holds: for every null set N ⊂ F2,3, does there exists a Lipschitz map
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f : F2,3 → R which is differentiable at no point of N? At present we do not know
the answer to this question.
The notion of deformability introduced in the present paper seems to share some
analogy with the property of not being an abnormal curve, see [35] for the defi-
nition of abnormal curves. For example, it is known that in F2,3 the set of all
abnormal curves coincides with the set of horizontal lines [1]. This phenomenon
could explain why ‘maximality implies differentiability’ fails in F2,3 for every hor-
izontal direction. A similar characterization holds in model filiform groups, which
admit only one abnormal curve which is given by the ±X2 direction [1]. However
the picture is far from being clear. For example in F3,2, where ‘maximality implies
differentiability’ holds for every horizontal direction [17], every horizontal line is an
abnormal curve and viceversa, see [16, Proposition 3.11, Theorem 3.14] and [26].
We plan to investigate this possible relation in future works.
We now describe the structure of the paper. In Section 2 we recall the necessary
background on Carnot groups and differentiability. In Section 3 we investigate the
differentiability of the CC distance. We show that, if E is a deformable direction,
then the CC distance is differentiable at exp(E) (Proposition 3.1) and that in any
model filiform group En, with n ≥ 4, the CC distance is not differentiable at
exp(±X2) (Proposition 3.3). We eventually prove Theorem 1.2. In Section 4 we
prove Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.2 which allow us to construct suitable horizontal
curves in model filiform groups. These are then used to show that in every model
filiform group all horizontal directions other than ±X2 are deformable (Theorem
4.4). In Section 5 we prove an estimate for distances between piecewise linear curves
with similar directions (Lemma 5.2). In Section 6 we consider Carnot groups G
that contain a ball of uniformly deformable directions with parameters. With this
assumption we construct a universal differentiability set (Lemma 6.2) and prove that
almost maximality implies differentiability if the direction belongs to the given ball
(Theorem 6.6). In Section 7 we show that any Lipschitz map f : G → R admits a
group linear perturbation which has an almost maximal direction derivative at some
point x in some horizontal direction E (Proposition 7.2). Moreover, the point x can
be found inside a given measure zero Gδ set and the direction E can be found close
to a starting direction E0. A proof of Theorem 1.1 is given by combining Theorem
6.6 and Proposition 7.2.
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2. Preliminaries
In this section we recall concepts which will be important throughout the paper.
2.1. Basic notions in Carnot groups.
Definition 2.1. A Carnot group G of step s is a simply connected Lie group whose
Lie algebra g admits a decomposition as a direct sum of subspaces of the form
g = V1 ⊕ V2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Vs
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such that Vi = [V1, Vi−1] for any i = 2, . . . , s, and [V1, Vs] = 0. The subspace V1
is called the horizontal layer and its elements are called horizontal left invariant
vector fields. The rank of G is dim(V1).
The exponential mapping exp: g → G is a diffeomorphism. Given a basis
X1, . . . , Xn of g adapted to the stratification, any x ∈ G can be written in a unique
way as
x = exp(x1X1 + . . .+ xnXn).
We identify x with (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn and hence G with Rn. This is known as expo-
nential coordinates of the first kind. To compute the group law in these coordinates,
one uses the equality
exp(X) exp(Y ) = exp(X ⋄ Y ) for all X,Y ∈ g.
Here ⋄ is defined by the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff (BCH) formula
X ⋄ Y = X + Y + 1
2
[X,Y ] +
1
12
([X, [X,Y ]] + [Y, [Y,X ]]) + . . . , (2.1)
where higher order terms are nested commutators of X and Y [34], see e.g. [4,
Theorem 2.2.13].
Unless otherwise stated, G will be a Carnot group of step s and rank r with
dim(g) = n which is represented in exponential coordinates of the first kind.
We say that a curve γ : [a, b] → G is absolutely continuous if it is absolutely
continuous as a curve into Rn. Fix a basis X1, . . . , Xr of V1 and an inner product
norm ω on V1 making the chosen basis orthonormal.
Definition 2.2. An absolutely continuous curve γ : [a, b]→ G is horizontal if there
exist u1, . . . , ur ∈ L1[a, b] such that
γ′(t) =
r∑
j=1
uj(t)Xj(γ(t)) for almost every t ∈ [a, b].
The length of such a curve is LG(γ) :=
∫ b
a |u|.
Since G is identified with Rn as a manifold, its tangent spaces are also naturally
identified with Rn. We say that a vector v ∈ Rn is horizontal at p ∈ G if v = E(p)
for some E ∈ V1. Thus a curve γ is horizontal if and only if γ′(t) is horizontal at
γ(t) for almost every t. All the curves of the form t 7→ p exp(tV ) for some p ∈ G
and E ∈ V1 are horizontal and they will be called horizontal lines.
Chow’s theorem [6] asserts that any two points in a Carnot group can be con-
nected by a horizontal curve. Hence the following definition gives a metric on G.
Definition 2.3. The Carnot-Carathe´odory (CC) distance between any two points
x, y ∈ G is defined by
d(x, y) := inf{LG(γ) : γ is a horizontal curve joining x and y}.
We also use the notation d(x) := d(x, 0) for x ∈ G.
Left group translations preserve lengths of horizontal curves. This implies
d(gx, gy) = d(x, y) for every g, x, y ∈ G.
Even though the CC distance and the Euclidean distance are not Lipschitz equiv-
alent, they induce the same topology. Hence Qn is dense in Rn with respect to the
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CC distance. The following proposition will be useful to compare the two distances
[24], see also [4, Corollary 5.2.10 and Proposition 5.15.1].
Proposition 2.4. Let G be a Carnot group of step s and K ⊂ G be a compact set.
Then there exists a constant CH ≥ 1 depending on K such that
C−1H |x− y| ≤ d(x, y) ≤ CH|x− y|1/s for all x, y ∈ K.
We will also need the following estimate for the CC distance [14, Lemma 2.13].
Proposition 2.5. Let G be a Carnot group of step s. Then there is a constant
CD ≥ 1 such that
d(x−1yx) ≤ CD
(
d(y) + d(x)
1
s d(y)
s−1
s + d(x)
s−1
s d(y)
1
s
)
for x, y ∈ G.
Definition 2.6. For any λ > 0, we define the dilation δλ : G → G in coordinates
by
δλ(x1, . . . , xn) = (λ
α1x1, . . . , λ
αnxn)
where αi ∈ N is the homogeneity of the variable xi, which is defined by
αj = i whenever hi−1 + 1 < j ≤ hi,
where hi := dim(V1) + . . . dim(Vi) for i ≥ 1 and h0 := 0. For our purposes, it will
be enough to know that α1 = · · · = αr = 1, where r = dim(V1).
Dilations are group homomorphisms of G and they satisfy
d(δλ(x), δλ(y)) = λd(x, y) for every x, y ∈ G and λ > 0.
We will also use the fact that δλ(exp(E)) = exp(λE) for every λ > 0 and E ∈ V1.
Carnot groups have a Haar measure which is unique up to scalars. When G is
represented in first exponential coordinates as Rn, the Haar measure is simply the
Lebesgue measure Ln, which satisfies
Ln(gA) = Ln(A) and Ln(δλ(A)) = λQLn(A)
for every g ∈ G, λ > 0 and A ⊂ G measurable. Here Q := ∑si=1 i dim(Vi) is
the homogeneous dimension of G, which is also the Hausdorff dimension of G with
respect to the CC metric.
2.2. Differentiability in Carnot groups.
Definition 2.7. Let f : G → R be a Lipschitz function, x ∈ G and E ∈ V1. The
directional derivative of f at x in direction E is defined by
Ef(x) := lim
t→0
f(x exp(tE)) − f(x)
t
,
whenever the limit exists.
Pansu defined the notion of differentiability in Carnot groups and proved a
Rademacher theorem for maps between general Carnot groups [27]. We will only
be concerned with the case where the target is R.
Definition 2.8. A function L : G → R is G-linear if L(xy) = L(x) + L(y) and
L(δr(x)) = rL(x) for all x, y ∈ G and r > 0.
Let f : G → R and x ∈ G. We say that f is differentiable at x if there is a
G-linear map L : G→ R such that
lim
y→x
|f(y)− f(x)− L(x−1y)|
d(x, y)
= 0.
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In this case we say that L is the Pansu differential of f at x.
Theorem 2.9 (Pansu). Every Lipschitz function f : G→ R is differentiable almost
everywhere with respect to the Haar measure on G.
Note that Theorem 2.9 also holds for Carnot group targets [27] and even for
suitable infinite dimensional targets [21, 22].
Definition 2.10. A set N ⊂ G is called a universal differentiability set (UDS) if
every Lipschitz map f : G → R is differentiable at a point of N .
Theorem 2.9 implies that every positive measure subset of G is a UDS [19]. In
Euclidean space Rn for n > 1, where the group law is simply addition and the step
is 1, measure zero UDS exist and they can be made compact and of Hausdorff and
Minkowski dimension one [30, 10, 12]. All step 2 Carnot groups contain a measure
zero UDS of Hausdorff dimension one with respect to the CC metric [28, 17]. Note
that the Hausdorff dimension of any UDS must be at least one [17].
Define the horizontal projection p : G → Rr by p(x) := (x1, . . . , xr). We now
recall some relevant results from [17].
Lemma 2.11. Let u = exp(E) for some E ∈ V1. Then
d(uz) ≥ d(u) + 〈p(z), p(u)/d(u)〉 for any z ∈ G.
Moreover, if the CC distance d : G → R is differentiable at u = exp(E), then its
Pansu differential at u takes the form z 7→ 〈p(z), p(u)/d(u)〉.
Recall that ω is an inner product norm on V1 making the basis X1, . . . , Xr of
V1 orthonormal. We have the following connection between directional derivatives
and the Lipschitz constant of a Lipschitz map.
Lemma 2.12. Let f : G→ R be a Lipschitz map. Then
Lip(f) = sup{|Ef(x)| : x ∈ G, E ∈ V1, ω(E) = 1, Ef(x) exists}.
This justifies the definition of maximal directional derivative.
Definition 2.13. Let f : G → R be Lipschitz and let E ∈ V1 with ω(E) = 1. We
say that a directional derivative Ef(x) is maximal if |Ef(x)| = Lip(f).
In Euclidean spaces (and Banach spaces with a differentiable norm), maximality
of a directional derivative suffices for differentiability. The following proposition
from [17] gives a condition for ‘maximality implies differentiability’ using the dif-
ferentiability of the CC distance.
Proposition 2.14. Let E ∈ V1 with ω(E) = 1. Then the following are equivalent.
(1) The CC distance d is differentiable at exp(E).
(2) The following implication holds: whenever f : G → R is Lipschitz and
Ef(x) is maximal for some x ∈ G, then f is differentiable at x.
Known constructions of measure zero UDS rely upon a stronger implication,
namely that the existence of an almost maximal directional derivative suffices for
differentiability. To investigate this stronger implication, deformability as defined
below will be important. First recall that two horizontal curves f1 : [a, b] → G
and f2 : [b, c] → G with f1(b) = f2(b) can be joined to form a horizontal curve
f : [a, c] → G given by f(t) = f1(t) if a ≤ t ≤ b and f(t) = f2(t) if b ≤ t ≤ c.
Similarly one can join any finite number of horizontal curves provided the end of
each curve agrees with the start of the subsequent curve.
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Definition 2.15. We say that E ∈ V1 with ω(E) = 1 is deformable if there exist
CE , NE and a map ∆E : (0,∞)→ (0,∞) such that the following condition holds.
For every 0 < s < 1, η ∈ (0,∞), 0 < ∆ < ∆E(η) and u ∈ G with d(u) ≤ 1, there
is a Lipschitz horizontal curve g : R→ G formed by joining at most NE horizontal
lines such that
(1) g(t) = exp(tE) for |t| ≥ s,
(2) g(ζ) = δ∆s(u), where ζ := 〈δ∆s(u), E(0)〉,
(3) LipG(g) ≤ 1 + η∆,
(4) |(p ◦ g)′(t)− p(E)| ≤ CE∆ for all but finitely many t ∈ R.
Remark 2.16. Consider the restriction of the curve g from Definition 2.15 to the
interval [−s, ζ]. By applying left translations and reparameterizing, we obtain a
curve ϕ : [0, s + ζ] → G with ϕ(0) = 0, ϕ(s + ζ) = exp(sE)δ∆s(u), and satisfying
conditions 3 and 4 of Definition 2.15.
2.3. Useful facts about exponential coordinates of the first kind. In the
first r coordinates, the group operation and dilations δλ read as
p(xy) = p(x) + p(y) and p(δλ(x)) = λp(x) for x, y ∈ G and λ > 0.
Let e1, . . . , en be the standard basis vectors of R
n. If 1 ≤ j ≤ r, the basis element
Xj of V1 ⊂ g can be written as
Xj(x) = ej +
n∑
i>r
qi,j(x)ei, (2.2)
where qi,j are homogeneous polynomials, in particular, qi,j(0) = 0. Using (2.2),
it follows that exp(E) = E(0) for any E ∈ V1. Thus points u = exp(E) for
some E ∈ V1 are exactly those of the form u = (uh, 0) for some uh ∈ Rr and
therefore exp(E) = (p(exp(E)), 0). If E ∈ V1, it follows from (2.2) that p(E(x)) is
independent of x ∈ G. Hence one can unambiguously define p(E) ∈ Rr for every
E ∈ V1. The inner product norm ω is equivalently given by ω(E) = |p(E)|.
From Definition 2.2 and (2.2) we notice that LG(γ) = LE(p ◦ γ), where LE is the
Euclidean length of a curve in Rr. This implies that
d(x, y) ≥ |p(y)− p(x)| for all x, y ∈ G.
Lemma 2.17 and Lemma 2.18 below give useful facts about length and distance
in coordinates. They can be proved exactly as in [28, Lemma 2.8 and Lemma 2.9].
Lemma 2.17. If E ∈ V1 then the following facts hold.
(1) |E(0)| = ω(E) = d(E(0)),
(2) d(x, x exp(tE)) = tω(E) for any x ∈ G and t ∈ R.
Lemma 2.18. Suppose that γ : I → G is a horizontal curve. Then
LipG(γ) = LipE(p ◦ γ).
The following lemma gives easy facts about the simplest G-linear maps. It can
be easily proved, e.g. as in [28, Lemma 5.2].
Lemma 2.19. Suppose E ∈ V1 with ω(E) = 1 and let L : G → R be the function
defined by L(x) = 〈x,E(0)〉. Then the following facts hold.
(1) L is G-linear and LipG(L) = 1,
(2) for every x ∈ G and every E˜ ∈ V1 one has
E˜L(x) = L(E˜(0)) = 〈p(E˜), p(E)〉.
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2.4. Free Carnot groups and model filiform groups. Recall that a homomor-
phism between Lie algebras is a linear map that preserves the Lie bracket, while
isomorphisms are bijective homomorphisms. Free-nilpotent Lie algebras are then
defined as follows (e.g. [4, Definition 14.1.1]).
Definition 2.20. Let r ≥ 2 and s ≥ 1 be integers. We say that Fr,s is the
free-nilpotent Lie algebra with r generators x1, . . . , xr of step s if:
(1) Fr,s is a Lie algebra generated by elements x1, . . . , xr ,
(2) Fr,s is nilpotent of step s (i.e., nested Lie brackets of length s+ 1 are 0),
(3) for every Lie algebra g that is nilpotent of step s and for every map
Φ: {x1, . . . , xr} → g, there is a unique homomorphism of Lie algebras
Φ˜ : Fr,s → g that extends Φ.
We next define free Carnot groups, e.g. [4, Definition 14.1.3].
Definition 2.21. The free Carnot group with rank r and step s is the Carnot
group whose Lie algebra is isomorphic to the free-nilpotent Lie algebra Fr,s. We
denote it by Fr,s.
By saying that two Carnot groups are isomorphic we simply mean that they are
isomorphic as Lie groups, with an isomorphism that preserves the stratification.
Since Carnot groups are simply connected Lie groups, any homomorphism φ be-
tween their Lie algebras lifts to a Lie group homomorphism F between the Carnot
groups satisfying dF = φ.
Intuitively, model filiform groups are the Carnot groups with the simplest Lie
brackets possible while still having arbitrarily large step. The formal definition is
as follows.
Definition 2.22. Let n ≥ 2. The model filiform group of step n− 1 is the Carnot
group En whose Lie algebra En admits a basis X1, . . . , Xn for which the only non-
vanishing bracket relations are given by [Xi, X1] = Xi+1 for 1 < i < n.
The stratification of En is En = V1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Vn−1 with V1 = Span{X1, X2} and
Vi = Span{Xi−1} for 1 < i < n.
Throughout the paper, we will view the model Filiform group En in first expo-
nential coordinates as Rn with group operation obtained from the Lie brackets by
the BCH formula (2.1).
3. Differentiability of the CC distance in Carnot groups
In this section we investigate the differentiability of the CC distance at endpoints
of horizontal vectors. By Proposition 2.14, this is equivalent to the implication
‘maximality implies differentiability’.
3.1. Deformability implies differentiability of the CC distance. We first
observe that if E is a deformable direction then the CC distance is differentiable at
exp(E). At present we do not know whether the converse holds.
Proposition 3.1. Suppose G is a Carnot group and let E ∈ V1 with ω(E) = 1 be
deformable. Then the CC distance is differentiable at exp(E).
Proof. First notice that Lemma 2.11 gives d(exp(E)z) ≥ 1 + 〈exp(E), z〉 for any
z ∈ G. Hence it suffices to derive a suitable upper bound for d(exp(E)z).
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Let η > 0 and ∆E : (0,∞) → (0,∞) be as in Definition 2.15. Suppose z ∈ G
satisfies d(z) < min(∆E(η)/2, 1) and let s = 1/2. Then we may choose u ∈ G
with d(u) = 1 and 0 < ∆ < ∆E(η) so that z = δ∆s(u). By applying Definition
2.15 with this choice of η, s, u,∆ we find a Lipschitz horizontal curve g : R → G
satisfying Lip(g) ≤ 1 + η∆, g(−1) = exp(−E) and g(ζ) = z, where ζ = 〈z, E(0)〉.
Since |ζ| ≤ 1, we now estimate as follows:
d(exp(E)z) = d(exp(−E), z) = d(g(−1), g(ζ))
≤ (1 + η∆)|1 + ζ|
≤ 1 + 〈z, E(0)〉+ 4ηd(z)
≤ 1 + 〈z, E(0)〉+ o(d(z)).
Here o(d(z))/d(z)→ 0 as z → 0, which follows because 2η∆/d(z) = 2η∆/(∆s) = 4η
and η can be made arbitrarily small by making d(z) sufficiently small. 
3.2. A strong example of non-differentiability of the CC distance. The
CC distance in the Engel group (which is the model filiform group E4) is not
differentiable at exp(X2) [17]. In other words, the implication ‘maximality implies
differentiability’ fails for the direction X2 in the Engel group. We now derive some
consequences of this result for other Carnot groups.
Fix two Carnot groups G and H of rank r which have horizontal layers V and
W with the following property. There exist bases X = (X1, . . . , Xr) and Y =
(Y1, . . . , Yr) of V and W respectively, together with a Lie group homomorphism
F : G → H such that F∗(Xi) = Yi for 1 ≤ i ≤ r.
Equip G and H with the CC metrics dG and dH induced by the bases X and Y
respectively. We view both G and H in exponential coordinates of the first kind
and let pG : G → Rr and pH : H → Rr denote the horizontal projections. For any
u ∈ G we have pH(F (u)) = pG(u). Also if u = (uh, 0) ∈ G for some uh ∈ Rr, then
F (u) = (uh, 0) ∈ H.
The following proposition was proven in [17].
Proposition 3.2. Suppose the CC distance in G is differentiable at exp(E) for
some E ∈ V1. Then the CC distance in H is differentiable at exp(F∗(E)).
Our first result about non-differentiability of the CC distance is the following.
Proposition 3.3. In any model filiform group En with n ≥ 4, the CC distance is
not differentiable at exp(X2).
Proof. Let X1, . . . , Xn be a basis of the Lie algebra En such that the only non-
vanishing bracket relations are given by [Xi, X1] = Xi+1 for 1 < i < n. Let
Y1, . . . , Y4 denote a similar basis for the Lie algebra E4. Define a linear map Φ: En →
E4 by Φ(Xi) = Yi for 1 ≤ i ≤ 4 and Φ(Xi) = 0 for i > 4. It is easy to see that Φ is a
Lie algebra homomorphism, hence lifts to a Lie group homomorphism F : En → E4
satisfying F∗(Xi) = Yi for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2. By [17, Theorem 4.2], the CC distance in E4
is not differentiable at exp(Y2). Hence, by Proposition 3.2, the CC distance in En
is not differentiable at exp(X2). 
Recall that E2 is just R
2 and E3 is a Carnot group of step 2. Combining the
results of [17] with Proposition 3.1 and Proposition 3.3 for n ≥ 4, we obtain the
following corollary.
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Corollary 3.4. In the model filiform group En, the directions ±X2 are deformable
for n = 2 and n = 3. They are not deformable for n ≥ 4.
Our second result addressing non-differentiability of the CC distance gives an
example of a Carnot group where the CC distance fails to be differentiable at the
endpoint of every horizontal vector. This is Theorem 1.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Fix an orthonormal basis X1, X2 of the horizontal layer of
F2,3. It suffices to show that the CC distance in F2,3 is not differentiable at exp(E)
whenever E = aX1 + bX2 with a
2 + b2 = 1. Let Y1, Y2 be a basis of the horizontal
layer in the Engel group E4, where the CC distance defined using Y1, Y2 is not
differentiable at exp(Y2).
Define W1 = bY1 + aY2, W2 = −aY1 + bY2. Notice W1,W2 are orthonormal
with respect to the inner product induced by Y1, Y2. Hence the CC distance in E4
obtained from W1,W2 is the same as the CC distance obtained from Y1, Y2. Now
define a linear map Φ from the horizontal layer of F2,3 to the horizontal layer of
E4 by Φ(Xi) = Wi for i = 1, 2. Using the definition of free Lie algebra and lifting,
we obtain a Lie group homomorphism F : F2,3 → E4 such that F∗(Xi) = Wi for
i = 1, 2. Since a2 + b2 = 1, we have:
F∗(aX1 + bX2) = aW1 + bW2 = Y2.
Since the CC distance in E4 is not differentiable at exp(Y2), we deduce using Propo-
sition 3.2 that the CC distance in F2,3 cannot be differentiable at aX1 + bX2. 
4. Deformability in model filiform groups
In this section we work in En for some n ≥ 3. Our goal is to prove that every
horizontal direction in En except possibly ±X2 is deformable. For simplicity of
notation, in this section we identify the model filiform group En with its Lie algebra
En. Hence for E ∈ En we will simply write E instead of exp(E).
4.1. Construction of horizontal curves in filiform groups. We start by prov-
ing two lemmas that show how a horizontal line can be perturbed to reach a nearby
point. The first lemma shows how to reach a point whose n’th coordinate is known,
with small errors in the other vertical coordinates. Given A ∈ R, we will use the
notation
E := X1 +AX2 and E
′ := AX1 −X2. (4.1)
Note that E and E′ are orthogonal with respect to ω, for any A ∈ R.
Lemma 4.1. For all A ∈ R there exist polynomials Pi(x) for 3 ≤ i ≤ n depending
on n such that
• each Pi(x) is divisible by x2
• the coefficients of each Pi(x) are polynomials in A
and the following holds.
Then, for every η ∈ R there exist ηi ∈ {±η} for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n−2 such that
2n−2∏
i=1
1
2n−2
(E + ηiE
′) = E + Cn(A
2 + 1)ηXn +
n∑
i=3
Pi(η)Xi,
where Cn 6= 0 is a constant depending on n and the sign of each ηi depends on i
but not on η or A.
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Proof. We define products pk(η) inductively by
p1(η) := (E + ηE
′)(E − ηE′) (4.2)
and
pk+1(η) := pk(η)pk(−η) (4.3)
for all k ≥ 1. Choose ηi ∈ {±η} for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n−2 such that
pn−2(η) =
2n−2∏
i=1
(E + ηiE
′).
To establish the lemma, it suffices to prove there exist C = Cn 6= 0 and polynomials
Pi(x) as in the statement such that
pn−2(η) = 2
n−2E + 2n−2C(A2 + 1)ηXn +
n∑
i=3
Pi(η)Xi. (4.4)
To do so we prove by induction that, for every 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 2, pk has the form
pk(η) = 2
kE +
n∑
i=4
Si(η)Xi + η
n∑
i=k+2
λiXi, (4.5)
where λi are constants with λk+2 6= 0 and Si(x) are polynomials divisible by x2.
To begin proving (4.5), notice that Definition 2.22, (2.1), (4.1) and (4.2) give
p1(η) = 2E − (A2 + 1)ηX3 +
n∑
i=4
Qi(η)Xi, (4.6)
where the polynomials Qi(x) are divisible by x. Hence (4.5) holds for k = 1.
Next we suppose that pk satisfies (4.5) for some 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 3; we will show
that pk+1 has the desired form too. Firstly, the BCH formula (2.1) gives
pk+1(η) = pk(η)pk(−η)
= pk(η) + pk(−η) + 1
2
[pk(η), pk(−η)]
+ brackets of length ≥ 3. (4.7)
A simple computation using (4.5) yields
pk(η) + pk(−η) = 2k+1E +
n∑
i=4
(Si(η) + Si(−η))Xi (4.8)
and
1
2
[pk(η), pk(−η)] = 2kη
n−1∑
i=k+2
λiXi+1 + 2
k−1
n−1∑
i=4
(Si(η)− Si(−η))Xi+1. (4.9)
Note that (Si(η) − Si(−η)) is divisible by η2 because each polynomial Si(x) is
divisible by x2. The coefficient of Xk+3 in the first term on the right hand side of
(4.9) is 2kλk+2η, with λk+2 6= 0 coming from the induction hypothesis. The other
terms in (4.7) are linear combinations of nested commutators of length greater or
equal than three, i.e.
[Z1, [Z2, . . . , [ZM−1, ZM ]] . . .]
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where Zi ∈ {pk(η), pk(−η)} and M ≥ 3. By the definition of Zi we get that each
of the previous commutators is a constant multiple of
[X1, [X1, . . . , [ZM−1, ZM ]] . . .]
= 2k+1η
n+1−M∑
i=k+2
λiXi+M−1 + 2
k
n+1−M∑
i=4
(Si(η)− Si(−η))Xi+M−1.
The leading term in the first sum above is a multiple of Xj with j ≥ k + 4, while
the second sum consists of terms with coefficients divisible by η2. Combining this
with (4.8) and (4.9) shows that pk+1 satisfies (4.5) with k replaced by k + 1.
It follows by induction that pk has the desired form for every k. Evaluating (4.5)
at k = n− 2 gives (4.4). This proves the lemma. 
We now use the Lemma 4.1 and an induction argument on the dimension of the
filiform group to show how a horizontal line can be perturbed to reach a nearby
point, without changing too much its length or direction.
Lemma 4.2. For every A0 ∈ R, there are numbers
ε = ε(A0, n) > 0, K = K(A0, n) > 0, N = N(n) ∈ N
so that the following holds for A ∈ (A0 − ε, A0 + ε) and a2, . . . , an ∈ (−ε, ε).
There exist θ1, . . . , θN ∈ R which depend smoothly on a2, . . . , an with |θi| ≤
Kmaxj≥2 |aj | for 1 ≤ i ≤ N and
N∏
i=1
1
N
(E + θiE
′) = E + a2E
′ + a3X3 + · · ·+ anXn. (4.10)
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on n. If n = 2 the result is clear as E2
is simply Euclidean space R2 as a Carnot group. Suppose the statement holds in
En−1; we will show that it also holds for En.
By the induction hypothesis, there exist
ε = ε(A0, n− 1) > 0, K = K(A0, n− 1) > 0, N = N(n− 1) ∈ N
such that the following holds in En−1. For any choice of A ∈ (A0 − ε, A0 +
ε) and a2, . . . , an−1 ∈ (−ε, ε), there exist θ1, . . . , θN which depend smoothly on
a2, . . . , an−1 with |θi| ≤ Kmaxj≥2 |aj | for 1 ≤ i ≤ N and
N∏
i=1
1
N
(E + θiE
′) = E + a2E
′ + a3X3 + · · ·+ an−1Xn−1 in En−1. (4.11)
We now lift the above equation to En. In other words, we consider E and E
′
as elements of the Lie algebra of En in the natural way. All calculations when
computing the product using the BCH formula (2.1) remain the same, except for
[Xn−1, X1] which will be equal to Xn rather than 0. An easy calculation shows
[E + θ1E
′, E + θ2E
′] = (1 +A2)(θ2 − θ1)X3. (4.12)
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From now on we work in En. By the BCH formula (2.1), (4.11) and (4.12):
p1 :=
N∏
i=1
1
N
(E + θiE
′)
= E + a2E
′ + a3X3 + · · ·+ an−1Xn−1 + L(θ1, . . . , θN)Xn
= (1 +Aa2)X1 + (A− a2)X2 + a3X3 + · · ·+ an−1Xn−1 + L(θ1, . . . , θN )Xn,
where L(θ1, . . . , θN ) is a polynomial in θ1, . . . , θN (with coefficients depending on
A) with no constant term due to (4.12). By using Lemma 4.1, for any η ∈ R we
can choose ηi ∈ {±η} for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n−2 with sign depending on i but not η such
that
p2 :=
2n−2∏
i=1
1
2n−2
(E + ηiE
′)
= E + C(A2 + 1)ηXn +
n∑
i=3
Pi(η)Xi
= X1 +AX2 + C(A
2 + 1)ηXn +
n∑
i=3
Pi(η)Xi,
where Pi(x) are polynomials divisible by x
2 and C = Cn 6= 0.
We now analyze p1p2. First notice that
p1 + p2 = (2 +Aa2)X1 + (2A− a2)X2 + a3X3 + . . .+ an−1Xn−1
+ (L(θ1, . . . , θN) + C(A
2 + 1)η)Xn +
n∑
i=3
Pi(η)Xi
and
[p1, p2] = −(A2 + 1)a2X3 + a3X4 + . . .+ an−1Xn
−
n∑
i=4
(1 +Aa2)Pi−1(η)Xi.
By using the BCH formula (2.1), the coefficients of E,E′, X3, . . . , Xn in p1p2 are
given by
E 2
E′ a2
X3 a3 + F3(a2) +Q3(η)
. . . . . .
Xi ai + Fi(a2, . . . , ai−1) +Qi(η, a2)
. . . . . .
Xn L(θ1, . . . , θN) + C(A
2 + 1)η + Fn(a2, . . . , an−1) +Qn(η, a2),
where, for i = 3, . . . , n,
• Fi(a2, . . . , ai−1) is a polynomial with no constant term whose coefficients
depend smoothly on A,
• Qi(η, a2) is a polynomial divisible by η2 whose coefficients depend smoothly
on A.
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Define ΦA : (−ε, ε)n → Rn−1 to be the function of a2, . . . , an−1, η whose coordinates
are given by the coefficients of E′, X3, X4, . . . , Xn in the above table. Recall that
ε = ε(A0, n−1) was chosen using the induction hypothesis, which implies θ1, . . . , θN
depend smoothly on a2, . . . , an−1 whenever (a2, . . . , an−1, η) ∈ (−ε, ε)n. Notice that
ΦA(0) = 0 and the equality
δ1/2(p1p2) = E + b2E
′ + b3X3 + . . .+ bnXn (4.13)
is equivalent to
ΦA(a2, . . . , an−1, η) = (2b2, 2
2b3, . . . , 2
ibi, . . . , 2
nbn). (4.14)
Claim 4.3. There exists ε˜ = ε˜(A0, n) > 0 and K˜ = K˜(A0, n) > 0 such that for all
A ∈ (A0 − ε˜, A0 + ε˜) and b2, . . . , bn ∈ (−ε˜, ε˜), the equation (4.14) can be solved for
a2, . . . , an−1, η. One can choose the solutions so that:
(1) a2, . . . , an−1, η depend smoothly on b2, . . . , bn,
(2) |ai|, |η| ≤ K˜maxj≥1 |bj|.
Proof of Claim. Notice first that (∂Qi/∂η)(0) = 0 for each i, since Qi is divisible
by η2. Hence TA := Φ
′
A(0) is a lower triangular matrix with determinant C(A
2 +
1) 6= 0. By the inverse function theorem, ΦA is invertible with a C1 inverse in a
neighborhood of 0. In other words for each A and n, given b2, . . . bn sufficiently
small, there exist a2, . . . , an−1, η which depend smoothly on b2, . . . , bn such that
(4.14) holds. We must show that one can use a uniform neighborhood for all
A ∈ (A0− ε˜, A0+ ε˜), where ε˜ > 0 is sufficiently small and depends on A0 and n. To
establish such a neighborhood and the desired bounds on |ai|, |η|, we briefly study
the proof of the inverse function theorem from [33, 9.2.4 Theorem].
Define λ(A) > 0 by 1/λ(A) = 2‖T−1A ‖op. As the determinant of TA is C(A2+1)
and the entries of the adjoint of TA are linear combinations of products of entries
of TA, there exists λ > 0 depending on A0 and n such that λ(A) > λ whenever
A ∈ (A0−ε, A0+ε). By the mean value theorem, there is 0 < ε˜ < ε depending on A0
and n such that ‖Φ′A(x)−TA‖op < λ whenever ‖x‖ < ε˜ and A ∈ (A0−ε˜, A0+ε˜) =: I.
It follows from [33] that for A ∈ I, the restricted map ΦA : B(0, ε˜) → ΦA(B(0, ε˜))
is bijective with C1 inverse. Since the entries of (Φ−1A )
′(x) are bounded for every
A ∈ I and every x ∈ B(0, ε˜), it follows that ΦA is bi-Lipschitz for A ∈ I, with bi-
Lipschitz constants depending on A0. Hence ΦA(B(0, ε˜)) contains a ball B(0, ε˜/K˜),
where K˜ ≥ 1 is some constant depending on n and A0. Replacing ε˜ by a slightly
smaller constant (still depending only on A0 and n) gives the desired neighborhood
for the inversion.
Next, since Φ−1A is Lipschitz with some Lipschitz constant K˜ depending on A0
and n we have
|Φ−1A (2b2, . . . , 2nbn)| ≤ K˜|(2b2, . . . , 2nbn)|,
which yields
|(a2, . . . , an−1, η)| ≤ 2nK˜|(b2, . . . , bn)|.
This gives the desired bounds on |ai| and |η|. 
Since θi and ηi depend smoothly on a2, . . . , an−1 and η, Claim 4.3(1) ensures
that θi and ηi depend smoothly on b2, . . . , bn. Since |θi| ≤ Kmaxj≥2 |aj |, Claim
4.3(2) implies that |θi|, |η| ≤ KK˜maxj≥1 |bj |. To conclude, since (4.13) and (4.14)
are equivalent, it suffices to check that δ1/2(p1p2) is of the form of the left hand side
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of (4.10). Indeed, since the BCH formula (2.1) implies XX = 2X for any element
X of the Lie algebra, we have
p1p2 =
N∏
i=1
1
N
(E + θiE
′)
2n−2∏
i=1
1
2n−2
(E + ηiE
′)
=
N2n−2∏
i=1
1
N2n−2
(E + θ˜iE
′)
N2n−2∏
i=1
1
N2n−2
(E + η˜iE
′),
where the sequence θ˜i repeats each term of θi for 2
n−2 times and the sequence η˜i
repeats each term of ηi for N times. Hence we can write
δ1/2(p1p2) =
N2n−1∏
i=1
1
N2n−1
(E +ΘiE
′), (4.15)
where the terms of the sequence Θi consist of the terms of θ˜i followed by the terms
of η˜i. Notice that (4.15) is of the form given in (4.10). This completes the proof. 
4.2. Deformability in filiform groups. We now use the horizontal curves built
in Lemma 4.2 to show that every horizontal direction in En, except possibly ±X2,
is deformable. Recall that by Corollary 3.4, the directions ±X2 are deformable if
and only if n = 2 or n = 3.
Theorem 4.4. For n ≥ 3, every E ∈ En with ω(E) = 1, except for possibly ±X2,
is deformable. Moreover, the parameters CE , NE,∆E related to the deformability
of E can be chosen so that any E˜ sufficiently close to E is also deformable with the
same parameters
CE˜ = CE , NE˜ = NE , ∆E˜(η) = ∆E(η).
Proof. Fix E ∈ En with ω(E) = 1 and E 6= ±X2. We need to show that for some
CE , NE and ∆E : (0,∞)→ (0,∞) the following holds. Given 0 < s < 1, η ∈ (0,∞),
u ∈ En with d(u) ≤ 1 and 0 < ∆ < ∆E(η), there is a Lipschitz horizontal curve
g : R→ En, formed by joining NE horizontal lines, such that
(1) g(t) = exp(tE) for |t| ≥ s,
(2) g(ζ) = δ∆s(u), where ζ := 〈δ∆s(u), E(0)〉,
(3) Lip(g) ≤ 1 + η∆,
(4) |(p ◦ g)′(t)− p(E)| ≤ CE∆ for all but finitely many t ∈ R.
Moreover, the same parameters CE , NE ,∆E should work for any direction suffi-
ciently close to E.
Notice that for |t| ≥ s the curve is explicitly defined by (1) and satisfies (3) and
(4). Hence our task is to extend g(t) for −s < t < ζ and ζ < t < s. Since the two
cases are similar, we show how to handle −s < t < ζ. Up to left translations and
reparameterizations of the curve, it suffices to verify the following equivalent claim.
Claim 4.5. There exist CE , NE and ∆E : (0,∞)→ (0,∞) such that the following
holds.
Given any 0 < s < 1, η > 0, u ∈ En with d(u) ≤ 1 and 0 < ∆ < ∆E(η), there is
a Lipschitz horizontal curve ϕ : [0, s+ζ]→ En, where ζ := 〈δ∆s(u), E(0)〉, formed by
joining at most NE horizontal lines, such that ϕ(0) = 0, ϕ(s+ζ) = exp(sE)δ∆s(u),
and
(A) Lip(ϕ) ≤ 1 + η∆,
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(B) |(p ◦ ϕ)′(t)− p(E)| ≤ CE∆ for all but finitely many t ∈ R.
Moreover, the same parameters CE , NE ,∆E(η) work for any direction sufficiently
close to E.
Proof of Claim. Since E 6= ±X2, we can write E = aX1 + bX2, where a2 + b2 = 1
and a 6= 0. Without loss of generality, up to changing the direction of the curve,
we can assume a > 0. Let u := u1X1 + u2X2+ · · ·+ unXn. Identifying En and En,
since E ∈ V1 we have
(sE)δ∆s(u) = δs(Eδ∆(u)),
and a simple computation gives
E + δ∆(u) = (a+∆u1)X1 + (b+∆u2)X2 +∆
2u3X3 + · · ·+∆n−1unXn,
[E, δ∆(u)] = ∆(bu1 − au2)X3 − a∆2u3X4 − · · · − a∆n−2un−1Xn.
By the BCH formula (2.1), it is then clear that Eδ∆(u) has the form
Eδ∆(u) = (a+∆u1)X1 + (b +∆u2)X2 +
n∑
i=3
ηiXi,
where ηi satisfy |ηi| ≤ Q˜∆ for a constant Q˜ depending only on n. Next we write
Eδ∆(u) = δa+∆u1
(
X1 +
b+∆u2
a+∆u1
X2 +
n∑
i=3
ηi
(a+∆u1)i−1
Xi
)
,
and we define
A :=
b+∆u2
a+∆u1
, a2 := 0, ai :=
ηi
(a+∆u1)i−1
for 3 ≤ i ≤ n.
Let A0 := b/a and let ε = ε(A0, n), K = K(A0, n) and N = N(n) be defined
according to Lemma 4.2. By making ∆ sufficiently small, we can ensure that
A ∈ (A0− ε, A0+ ε) and |aj | < ε. If we consider a direction E˜ = a˜X1+ b˜X2 with a˜
and b˜ sufficiently close to a and b (bound depending on a, b, ε), then we can ensure
that if
A˜ :=
b˜+∆u2
a˜+∆u1
, a˜2 := 0, a˜i :=
ηi
(a+∆u1)i−1
for 3 ≤ i ≤ n,
then A˜ ∈ (A0 − ε, A0 + ε) and |a˜j | < ε. Hence, in what follows, everything which
applies to the direction E will also apply to every direction E˜ sufficiently close to
E with the same parameters.
Applying Lemma 4.2 with E0 = X1 + AX2 and E
′
0 = AX1 −X2 gives smooth
functions θ1, . . . , θN satisfying |θi| ≤ Kmaxj≥2 |aj | such that
N∏
i=1
1
N
(E0 + θiE
′
0) = E0 + a2E
′
0 + a3X3 + · · ·+ anXn. (4.16)
By definition of aj , it follows that |θi| ≤ Q∆ for some constant Q depending on
E, provided that ∆ is small compared to a. Using the definitions of E0, E
′
0 and
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dilating both sides of (4.16) by a+∆u1 gives
N∏
i=1
1
N
(
(a+∆u1)X1 + (b +∆u2)X2 + θi((b +∆u2)X1 − (a+∆u1)X2)
)
= (a+∆u1)X1 + (b+∆u2)X2 +
n∑
i=3
ηiXi
= Eδ∆(u).
Then, dilating both sides by s and recalling that
ζ = 〈δ∆s(u), E(0)〉 = ∆s(au1 + bu2),
we get
N∏
i=1
s+ ζ
N
s
s+ ζ
(
(a+∆u1)X1 + (b +∆u2)X2 + θi((b +∆u2)X1 − (a+∆u1)X2)
)
= (sE)δ∆s(u).
Define the horizontal curve ϕ : [0, s+ ζ]→ En by ϕ(0) = 0 and
ϕ′(t) =
s
s+ ζ
(
(a+∆u1)X1 + (b+∆u2)X2 + θi((b+∆u2)X1 − (a+∆u1)X2)
)
whenever
t ∈ Ii :=
(
(i − 1)(s+ ζ)
N
,
i(s+ ζ)
N
)
, 1 ≤ i ≤ N.
Then ϕ(0) = 0, ϕ(s+ ζ) = (sE)δ∆s(u) and ϕ is a Lipschitz horizontal curve formed
from joining N horizontal lines. It remains to check that conditions (A) and (B)
hold.
To verify (A), notice that by Lemma 2.18 it suffices to bound |(p ◦ ϕ)′|. Recall
that |θi| ≤ Q∆ for 1 ≤ i ≤ N and (1 + x)1/2 ≤ 1 + x/2 for x ≥ −1. For any t ∈ Ii
and any sufficiently small ∆ one has
|(p ◦ ϕ)′| = s
s+ ζ
∣∣∣((a+∆u1) + θi(b+∆u2), (b+∆u2)− θi(a+∆u1))∣∣∣
=
1
1 +∆(au1 + bu2)
(
1 + 2∆(au1 + bu2) + ∆
2(u21 + u
2
2)
)1/2(
1 + θ2i
)1/2
≤ 1
1 + ∆(au1 + bu2)
(
1 + ∆(au1 + bu2) + ∆
2(u21 + u
2
2)/2
)(
1 + θ2i /2
)
≤ 1 + η∆,
where in the last inequality we used that |θi| ≤ Q∆ and made ∆ sufficiently small
relative to η. This proves (A).
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To verify (B), we estimate as follows. For any t ∈ Ii and any sufficiently small
∆ one has
|(p ◦ ϕ)′(t)− p(E)| ≤ C∆+
∣∣∣∣ ss+ ζ − 1
∣∣∣∣
= C∆+
∣∣∣∣ ζs+ ζ
∣∣∣∣
= C∆+
∣∣∣∣ ∆(au1 + bu2)1 + ∆(au1 + bu2)
∣∣∣∣
≤ C∆.
This shows that (B) holds. Since our conclusions also hold for any direction suffi-
ciently close to E, the claim is proved. 
As described earlier, Claim 4.5 suffices to prove the theorem. 
Since deformability implies differentiability of the CC distance by Proposition
3.1, combining Proposition 3.3 and Theorem 4.4 shows that a horizontal direction
in a model filiform group En for n ≥ 4 is deformable if and only if it is not ±X2.
5. Distances between piecewise linear curves
In this section we prove a simple estimate for the distance between piecewise
linear curves with similar directions in a general Carnot group G. This will be
needed to prove ‘almost maximality’ implies differentiability. We first recall the
following useful lemma [20, Lemma 3.7].
Lemma 5.1. Let G be a Carnot group of step s. Given any ν > 0, there exists
a constant Kν > 0 with the following property. If N ∈ N and Aj , Bj ∈ G defined
for j = 1, . . . , N satisfy d(BjBj+1 · · ·BN ) ≤ ν and d(Aj , Bj) ≤ ν for j = 1, . . . , N ,
then it holds that
d(A1A2 · · ·AN , B1B2 · · ·BN ) ≤ Kν
N∑
j=1
d(Aj , Bj)
1/s.
Our estimate for the distance between curves is given by the following lemma.
Lemma 5.2. Let G be a Carnot group of step s. Then there is a constant Ca ≥ 1
depending on G for which the following is true.
Suppose E ∈ V1 with ω(E) ≤ 1, 0 ≤ D ≤ 1 and N ∈ N. Let g : (−R,R)→ G be
a Lipschitz horizontal curve with g(0) = 0 satisfying the following conditions:
(1) g is formed by joining of at most N horizontal lines,
(2) |(p ◦ g)′(t)− p(E)| ≤ D whenever (p ◦ g)′(t) exists.
Then d(g(t), exp(tE)) ≤ CaND1/s2 |t| for every t ∈ (−R,R).
Proof. Fix t ≥ 0 without loss of generality. We may write
g(t) = exp(t1E1) exp(t2E2) · · · exp(tNEN ),
where t = t1 + t2 + . . .+ tN with ti ≥ 0 and Ej ∈ V1 with |p(Ej)− p(E)| ≤ D for
1 ≤ j ≤ N . We intend to apply Lemma 5.1 to estimate
d(g(t), exp(tE))
|t| = d
(
exp
( t1E1
t
)
· · · exp
( tNEN
t
)
, exp
( t1E
t
)
· · · exp
( tNE
t
))
.
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We first check that the hypotheses of Lemma 5.1 hold with the choice
Aj := exp((tj/t)Ej), Bj := exp((tj/t)E), ν := 3.
We first notice
d(BjBj+1 · · ·BN ) = d
(
exp
(
(tj + . . .+ tN )E
t
))
=
(tj + . . .+ tN )
t
d(exp(E))
≤ 1.
Second, we can estimate as follows
d(Aj , Bj) = (tj/t)d(exp(Ej), exp(E))
≤ d(exp(Ej)) + d(exp(E))
≤ 3.
We can then combine Lemma 5.1 with Proposition 2.4 to get
d(g(t), exp(tE))
|t| ≤ K3
N∑
j=1
d(exp((tj/t)Ej), exp((tj/t)E))
1/s
≤ K3
N∑
j=1
d(exp(Ej), exp(E))
1/s
≤ C
N∑
j=1
| exp(Ej)− exp(E)|1/s
2
≤ C
N∑
j=1
|p(Ej)− p(E)|1/s
2
≤ CND1/s2 .
The proof is complete noticing that C ≥ 1 is a constant depending only on G. 
6. Almost maximal directional derivatives and the UDS
In this section we fix a Carnot group G satisfying the following condition.
Assumptions 6.1. Assume G 6= R. We say that G admits a ball of uniformly
deformable directions if there exists an open ball B ⊂ V1 of directions such that
every E ∈ B is deformable with the same parameters CB, NB and ∆B.
We will show that every Carnot group G which admits a ball of uniformly de-
formable directions contains a CC-Hausdorff dimension one (hence measure zero)
set N so that almost maximality of a directional derivative Ef(x) implies differen-
tiability if x ∈ N and E ∈ B. Combining this with Proposition 7.2 will lead to a
proof of Theorem 1.1. By Theorem 4.4, all model filiform groups En with n ≥ 2
admit a ball of uniformly deformable directions. In particular, Theorem 1.1 applies
to Carnot groups of arbitrarily high step.
The Carnot group G will be identified with Rn by means of exponential coordi-
nates of the first kind. Let BQ denote the set of E ∈ B with ω(E) = 1 which are a
rational linear combination of the basis vectors X1, . . . , Xr of V1. Note that BQ is
dense in B since the Euclidean sphere contains a dense set of points with rational
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coordinates. The construction of our universal differentiability set is given by the
following lemma.
Lemma 6.2. For each choice of E ∈ BQ, u ∈ Qn with d(u) ≤ 1 and rationals
0 < s < 1, η > 0, 0 < ∆ < ∆B(η),
let γE,u,s,∆,η denote a curve granted by Definition 2.15 with parameters CB, NB,∆B(η).
Let L be the countable union of images of all translated curves xγE,u,s,∆, where
x ∈ Qn and E, u, s,∆ are as above. Then there is a Gδ set N ⊂ G containing L
which has Hausdorff dimension one with respect to the CC metric.
The proof of Lemma 6.2 is essentially the same as that of [17, Lemma 5.4]. We
also recall the following mean value type lemma for future use [30, Lemma 3.4].
Lemma 6.3. Suppose |ζ| < s < ρ, 0 < v < 1/32, σ > 0 and L > 0 are real
numbers and let ϕ, ψ : R→ R be Lipschitz maps satisfying LipE(ϕ) + LipE(ψ) ≤ L,
ϕ(t) = ψ(t) for |t| ≥ s and ϕ(ζ) 6= ψ(ζ). Suppose, moreover, that ψ′(0) exists and
that
|ψ(t)− ψ(0)− tψ′(0)| ≤ σL|t|
whenever |t| ≤ ρ,
ρ ≥ s
√
(sL)/(v|ϕ(ζ) − ψ(ζ)|),
and
σ ≤ v3
(ϕ(ζ) − ψ(ζ)
sL
)2
.
Then there is τ ∈ (−s, s) \ {ζ} such that ϕ′(τ) exists,
ϕ′(τ) ≥ ψ′(0) + v|ϕ(ζ) − ψ(ζ)|/s,
and
|(ϕ(τ + t)− ϕ(τ)) − (ψ(t)− ψ(0))| ≤ 4(1 + 20v)
√
(ϕ′(τ) − ψ′(0))L|t|
for every t ∈ R.
Remark 6.4. By examining the proof of Lemma 6.3 in [30]. one can see that τ can
additionally be chosen outside a given Lebesgue measure zero subset of R.
From now on we fix a set N ⊂ G as given by Lemma 6.2.
Notation 6.5. For any Lipschitz function f : G → R, define:
Df := {(x,E) ∈ N × V1 : ω(E) = 1, Ef(x) exists}.
Theorem 6.6. Let G be a Carnot group of step s which admit a ball of uniformly
deformable directions (Assumptions 6.1).
Let f : G → R be Lipschitz with LipG(f) ≤ 1/2 and suppose (x∗, E∗) ∈ Df with
E∗ ∈ B. Let M denote the set of pairs (x,E) ∈ Df such that Ef(x) ≥ E∗f(x∗)
and for every t ∈ (−1, 1):
|(f(x exp(tE∗))− f(x)) − (f(x∗ exp(tE∗))− f(x∗))|
≤ 6|t|((Ef(x)− E∗f(x∗))LipG(f))1/2s
2
.
If
lim
δ↓0
sup{Ef(x) : (x,E) ∈M and d(x, x∗) ≤ δ} ≤ E∗f(x∗),
then f is differentiable at x∗ and its Pansu differential is given by
L(x) := E∗f(x∗)〈x,E∗(0)〉 = E∗f(x∗)〈p(x), p(E∗)〉.
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Proof. We assume LipG(f) > 0, since otherwise the statement is trivial. Fix the
following parameters:
(1) ε > 0 rational,
(2) 0 < v < 1/32 rational such that 4(1 + 20v)
√
(2 + v)/(1− v) + v < 6,
(3) η = εv3/3200,
(4) ∆B(η/2), CB and Ca according to Lemma 5.2 and Assumptions 6.1,
(5) rational 0 < ∆ < min{ηv2, ∆B(η/2), Υ}, where
Υ :=
εv2s
2+1
8C2BC
2s2
a N
2s2
B LipG(f)
2s2−1
,
(6) σ = 9ε2v5∆2/256,
(7) 0 < ρ < 1 such that
|f(x∗ exp(tE∗))− f(x∗)− tE∗f(x∗)| ≤ σLipG(f)|t| for |t| ≤ ρ, (6.1)
(8) 0 < δ < ρ
√
3εv∆3/4 such that
Ef(x) < E∗f(x∗) + εv∆/2
whenever (x,E) ∈M and d(x, x∗) ≤ 4δ(1 + 1/∆).
To prove Pansu differentiability of f at x∗, we will show that
|f(x∗δt(h))− f(x∗)− tE∗f(x∗)〈u,E∗(0)〉| ≤ εt for d(u) ≤ 1, 0 < t < δ.
Suppose this is not true. Then there exist u ∈ Qn with d(u) ≤ 1 and rational
0 < r < δ such that
|f(x∗δr(u))− f(x∗)− rE∗f(x∗)〈u,E∗(0)〉| > εr. (6.2)
Let s = r/∆ ∈ Q. To contradict (6.2), we first construct Lipschitz horizontal curves
g and h for which we can apply Lemma 6.3 with ϕ := f ◦ g and ψ := f ◦ h.
Construction of g.
To ensure that the image of g is a subset of the set N , we first introduce rational
approximations to x∗ and E∗. Let
A1 :=
(
η∆
Ca(NB + 2)
)s2
(6.3)
and
A2 :=
(
6−
(
4(1 + 20v)
(2 + v
1− v
)1/2
+ v
))s2 (εv∆LipG(f)/2)1/2
Cs2a (NB + 2)
s2LipG(f)
s2
. (6.4)
Notice that A1, A2 > 0. We choose x˜∗ ∈ Qn and E˜∗ ∈ BQ sufficiently close to x∗
and E∗ respectively to ensure:
d(x˜∗δr(u), x∗) ≤ 2r, (6.5)
d(x˜∗δr(u), x∗δr(u)) ≤ σr, (6.6)
ω(E˜∗ − E∗) ≤ min{σ, CB∆, A1, A2}. (6.7)
Recall that 0 < r < ∆ and s = r/∆ are rational and that 0 < s < 1. To construct
g we first apply Definition 2.15 with E = E˜∗ and parameters η, s,∆, δr(u) and
u as defined above in (6.2). We then left translate this curve by x˜∗. This gives
a Lipschitz horizontal curve g : R → G which is formed by joining at most NB
horizontal lines such that
• g(t) = x˜∗ exp(tE˜∗) for |t| ≥ s,
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• g(ζ) = x˜∗δr(u), where ζ := r〈u, E˜∗(0)〉,
• LipG(g) ≤ 1 + η∆,
• for all but finitely many t ∈ R, g′(t) exists and |(p ◦ g)′(t)− p(E˜∗)| ≤ CB∆
for t ∈ R.
Since all the relevant quantities are chosen to be rational and N is built according
to Lemma 6.2, it follows that the image of g is contained in N .
Construction of h.
Claim 6.7. There exists a Lipschitz horizontal curve h : R→ G such that
h(t) =
{
x˜∗ exp(tE˜∗) if |t| ≥ s,
x∗ exp(tE∗) if |t| ≤ s/2, and
in each of the regions (s/2, s) and (−s,−s/2), h is formed by joining at most NB
horizontal lines. Moreover
• LipG(h) ≤ 1 + η∆/2,
• for all but finitely many t ∈ R, h′(t) and satisfies the bound |(p ◦ h)′(t) −
p(E∗)| ≤ min{A1, A2}.
Proof of Claim. Up to a left translation, we may start by assuming that x∗ = 0.
Clearly h(t) is defined explicitly and satisfies the required conditions for |t| ≤ s/2
and |t| ≥ s. We now show how to extend h in (s/2, s). The extension to (−s,−s/2)
is essentially the same.
Recall ∆B(1) and CB from Assumptions 6.1. Choose 0 < Γ < ∆(1) satisfying
(1 + Γ)2 ≤ 1 + η∆/2
and
CBΓ(1 + Γ) + Γ ≤ min{A1, A2}.
Define λ = sΓ/2 < Γ. Choose v ∈ G with d(v) ≤ 1 such that
δλ(v) = exp(−sE∗)x˜∗ exp(sE˜∗).
This is possible if the rational approximation introduced earlier is chosen correctly;
note that the rational approximation was introduced after all quantities upon which
λ depends. We now apply Remark 2.16 with
• η = 1 and ∆ replaced by Γ,
• s replaced by s/2,
• u replaced by v,
• ζ replaced by ζ˜ := 〈δsΓ/2(v), E∗(0)〉.
We obtain a Lipschitz horizontal curve ϕ : [0, s/2+ ζ˜]→ G that is formed by joining
at most NB horizontal lines such that
• ϕ(0) = 0,
• ϕ(s/2 + ζ˜) = exp(−(s/2)E∗)x˜∗ exp(sE˜∗),
• LipG(ϕ) ≤ 1 + Γ,
• ϕ′(t) exists and |(p ◦ ϕ)′(t) − p(E∗)| ≤ CBΓ for all except finitely many
t ∈ [0, s/2 + ζ˜].
Then ϕ˜ : [0, 1]→ G defined by ϕ˜(t) = ϕ((s/2 + ζ˜)t) is a Lipschitz horizontal curve
such that
• ϕ˜(0) = 0,
• ϕ˜(1) = exp(−(s/2)E∗)x˜∗ exp(sE˜∗),
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• LipG(ϕ˜) ≤ (1 + Γ)(s/2 + ζ˜),
• ϕ˜′(t) exists and |(p ◦ ϕ˜)′(t) − (s/2 + ζ˜)p(E∗)| ≤ CBΓ(s/2 + ζ˜) for all but
finitely many t ∈ [0, 1].
Define h1 : [s/2, s]→ G by
h1(t) = exp((s/2)E∗)ϕ˜((2/s)(t− s/2)).
Then h1 is a Lipschitz horizontal curve which satisfies h1(s/2) = exp((s/2)E∗) and
h1(s) = x˜∗ exp(sE˜∗). Note that |p(v)| ≤ d(v) ≤ 1 implies |ζ˜| ≤ λ. Hence we have
LipG(h1) ≤
2(1 + Γ)(s/2 + ζ˜)
s
≤ 2(1 + Γ)(s/2 + λ)
s
≤ (1 + Γ)2
≤ 1 + η∆/2.
Then, for all but finitely many t ∈ [s/2, s]
|(p ◦ h1)′(t)− (1 + 2ζ˜/s)p(E∗)| ≤ CBΓ(1 + 2ζ˜/s),
and this implies
|(p ◦ h1)′(t)− p(E∗)| ≤ CBΓ(1 + 2ζ˜/s) + 2|ζ˜|/s
≤ CBΓ(1 + Γ) + Γ
≤ min{A1, A2}.
Defining h(t) := h1(t) for any t ∈ [s/2, s] we obtain the desired properties. The
extension of h in [−s,−s/2] is similar. 
Application of Lemma 6.3.
We now prove that the hypotheses of Lemma 6.3 hold with L := (2+η∆)LipG(f),
ϕ := f ◦ g and ψ := f ◦ h. The inequalities |ζ| < s < ρ, 0 < v < 1/32 and the
equality ϕ(t) = ψ(t) for |t| ≥ s are clear. Since LipG(g),LipG(h) ≤ 1 + η∆/2, we
have LipE(ϕ) + LipE(ψ) ≤ L.
Notice that (6.6) implies
|f(x˜∗δr(u))− f(x∗δr(u))| ≤ σrLipG(f).
Since |ζ| ≤ r ≤ ρ, we may evaluate (6.1) at t = ζ to obtain
|f(x∗ exp(ζE∗))− f(x∗)− ζE∗f(x∗)| ≤ σLipG(f)|ζ|
≤ σrLipG(f).
Next, note that (6.7) implies |E˜∗(0) − E∗(0)| ≤ σ. Recalling that ζ = r〈u, E˜∗(0)〉
we can estimate as follows:
|ζE∗f(x∗)− r〈u,E∗(0)〉E∗f(x∗)| = r|E∗f(x∗)||〈u, E˜∗(0)− E∗(0)〉|
≤ rLipG(f)|E˜∗(0)− E∗(0)|
≤ σrLipG(f).
Hence we obtain,
|f(x∗ exp(ζE∗))− f(x∗)− r〈u,E∗(0)〉E∗f(x∗)| ≤ 2σrLipG(f). (6.8)
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Since |ζ| ≤ r = ∆s ≤ s/2 we have h(ζ) = x∗ exp(ζE∗). The definition of g gives
g(ζ) = x˜∗δr(u). Using also (6.2) and (6.8), we can estimate as follows:
|ϕ(ζ) − ψ(ζ)| = |f(g(ζ))− f(h(ζ))|
= |f(x˜∗δr(u))− f(x∗ exp(ζE∗))|
≥ |f(x∗δr(u))− f(x∗ exp(ζE∗))| − |f(x˜∗δr(u))− f(x∗δr(u))|
≥ |f(x∗δr(u))− f(x∗)− rE∗f(x∗)〈u,E∗(0)〉|
− |f(x∗ exp(ζE∗))− f(x∗)− rE∗f(x∗)〈u,E∗(0)〉|
− σrLipG(f)
≥ εr − 2σrLipG(f)− σrLipG(f)
= εr − 3σrLipG(f)
≥ 3εr/4. (6.9)
In particular, ϕ(ζ) 6= ψ(ζ).
The derivative ψ′(0) exists and equals E∗f(x∗), since ψ(t) = f(x∗ exp(tE∗)) for
every |t| ≤ s/2. We next check that
|ψ(t)− ψ(0)− tψ′(0)| ≤ σL|t| for |t| ≤ ρ. (6.10)
Recall that h(0) = x∗, |(p◦h)′−p(E∗)| ≤ A1 (see (6.3) for the definition of A1) and
h is formed by joining at most NB + 2 horizontal lines. Hence Lemma 5.2 implies
that
d(x∗ exp(tE∗), h(t)) ≤ Ca(NB + 2)A1/s
2
1 |t| ≤ η∆|t| for every t ∈ R.
Hence, using also (6.1) and L = (2 + η∆)LipG(f), one has
|ψ(t)− ψ(0)− tψ′(0)| ≤ |f(x∗ exp(tE∗))− f(x∗)− tE∗f(x∗)|
+ |f(x∗ exp(tE∗))− f(h(t))|
≤ σLipG(f)|t|+ LipG(f)η∆|t|
≤ σL|t| for |t| ≤ ρ.
Since LipG(f) ≤ 1/2 we have L ≤ 4. By using r < δ, s = r/∆, (6.9) and the
definition of r, δ,∆ and s we deduce
s
√
sL/(v|ϕ(ζ)− ψ(ζ)|) ≤ 4s
√
s/(3εrv)
= 4r/
√
3εv∆3
≤ 4δ/
√
3εv∆3
≤ ρ.
Finally we use (6.9), L ≤ 4 and the definition of σ to get
v3(|ϕ(ζ) − ψ(ζ)|/(sL))2 ≥ v3(3εr/16s)2
= 9ε2v3∆2/256
≥ σ.
We can now apply Lemma 6.3. We obtain τ ∈ (−s, s)\{ζ} such that ϕ′(τ) exists
and satisfies
ϕ′(τ) ≥ ψ′(0) + v|ϕ(ζ) − ψ(ζ)|/s, (6.11)
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and for every t ∈ R:
|(ϕ(τ + t)− ϕ(τ)) − (ψ(t)− ψ(0))| ≤ 4(1 + 20v)
√
(ϕ′(τ) − ψ′(0))L|t| (6.12)
Since g is a horizontal curve, we may use Remark 6.4 to additionally choose τ such
that g′(τ) exists and is in Span{Xi(g(τ)) : 1 ≤ i ≤ r}.
Conclusion.
Let x := g(τ) ∈ N and choose E ∈ V1 with E(g(τ)) = g′(τ)/|p(g′(τ))|, which
implies that ω(E) = 1. From (6.11) and (6.12) we will obtain
Ef(x) ≥ E∗f(x∗) + εv∆/2, (6.13)
(x,E) ∈M. (6.14)
We first observe that this suffices to conclude the proof. Indeed, by (6.5) and since
g(ζ) = x˜∗δr(u) one has
d(x, x∗) ≤ d(g(τ), g(ζ)) + d(x˜∗δr(u), x∗)
≤ LipG(g)|τ − ζ|+ 2r
≤ 4(s + r)
= 4r(1 + 1/∆)
≤ 4δ(1 + 1/∆).
Since x ∈ N , combining this with (6.13) and (6.14) contradicts the choice of δ. This
forces us to conclude that (6.2) is false, finishing the proof.
Proof of (6.13).
Using (6.9) and (6.11) we have that
ϕ′(τ) − ψ′(0) ≥ 3εvr/4s = 3εv∆/4. (6.15)
Notice that, by the definition of E, by Definition 2.7, and the fact that g is a
concatenation of horizontal lines, we have ϕ′(τ) = Ef(x)|p(g′(τ))|. Since ω(E) = 1,
we deduce that |ϕ′(τ)|/|p(g′(τ))| ≤ LipG(f). Similarly |p(g′(τ))| ≤ LipG(g) ≤
1 + η∆. Since ψ′(0) = E∗f(x∗), by (6.15) we have
Ef(x)− E∗f(x∗)− (1− v)(ϕ′(τ)− ψ′(0))
= v(ϕ′(τ) − ψ′(0)) + (1− |p(g′(τ))|)ϕ′(τ)/|p(g′(τ))|
≥ 3εv2∆/4− η∆LipG(f)
≥ 0.
In the last inequality we used LipG(f) ≤ 1/2 and η ≤ 3εv2/2. From this we use
0 < v < 1/32 and (6.15) again to deduce
Ef(x)− E∗f(x∗) ≥ (1− v)(ϕ′(τ)− ψ′(0)) ≥ εv∆/2, (6.16)
which proves (6.13).
Proof of (6.14).
Recall that |(p ◦ g)′(t) − p(E˜∗)| ≤ CB∆ for all but finitely many t. Using (6.7),
this implies |(p ◦ g)′(t)− p(E∗)| ≤ 2CB∆ for all but finitely many t. Since x = g(τ)
and g is formed by joining at most NB horizontal lines, we can apply Lemma 5.2
to obtain
d(g(τ + t), x exp(tE∗)) ≤ CaNB(2CB∆)1/s
2 |t| for every t ∈ R.
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By (6.16) we have ∆ ≤ 2(Ef(x) − E∗f(x∗))/(εv). Combining this fact with the
definition of ∆, we deduce that
|(f(x exp(tE∗))− f(x))− (f(g(τ + t))− f(g(τ)))|
= |f(x exp(tE∗))− f(g(τ + t))|
≤ LipG(f)d(g(τ + t), x exp(tE∗))
≤ CaNB(2CB∆)1/s
2
LipG(f)|t|
≤ CaNB(2CB
√
∆)1/s
2
LipG(f)|t|
(2(Ef(x)− E∗f(x∗))
εv
) 1
2s2
≤ v|t|((Ef(x)− E∗f(x∗))LipG(f)) 12s2 (8C2BC2s
2
a N
2s2
B ∆LipG(f)
2s2−1
εv2s2+1
) 1
2s2
≤ v|t|((Ef(x)− E∗f(x∗))LipG(f)) 12s2 for t ∈ R. (6.17)
Combining (6.12), (6.16) and L = (2 + η∆)LipG(f) ≤ (2 + v)LipG(f) gives
|(ϕ(τ + t)− ϕ(τ)) − (ψ(t)− ψ(0))|
≤ 4(1 + 20v)|t|
( (2 + v)LipG(f)(Ef(x)− E∗f(x∗))
1− v
) 1
2
for t ∈ R. (6.18)
Since LipG(f) ≤ 1/2, we easily get
((Ef(x) − E∗f(x∗))LipG(f))
1
2 ≤ ((Ef(x) − E∗f(x∗))LipG(f))
1
2s2
since both sides are less than 1. Hence adding (6.17) and (6.18) and using the
definition ϕ = f ◦ g gives for t ∈ R:
|f(x exp(tE∗)− f(x))− (ψ(t)− ψ(0))|
≤
(
4(1 + 20v)
(2 + v
1− v
) 1
2
+ v
)
|t|((Ef(x) − E∗f(x∗))LipG(f))
1
2s2 . (6.19)
Recall that ψ = f ◦h and that h is a concatenation of at most NB+2 horizontal
lines such that h(0) = x∗ and the inequality |(p ◦ h)′ − p(E∗)| ≤ A2 holds for all
but finitely many t ∈ R. Then, by Lemma 5.2, (6.4) and (6.13), we have
|(ψ(t)− ψ(0))− (f(x∗ exp(tE∗))− f(x∗))|
= |f(h(t))− f(x∗ exp(tE∗))|
≤ LipG(f)d(h(t), x∗ exp(tE∗))
≤ LipG(f)Ca(NB + 2)A1/s
2
2 |t|
=
(
6−
(
4(1 + 20v)
(2 + v
1− v
) 1
2
+ v
))
|t|(εv∆/2)LipG(f))
1
2s2
≤
(
6−
(
4(1 + 20v)
(2 + v
1− v
) 1
2
+ v
))
|t|((Ef(x) − E∗f(x∗))LipG(f))
1
2s2 for t ∈ R.
(6.20)
Adding (6.19) and (6.20) gives for every t ∈ R
|(f(x exp(tE∗))− f(x)) − (f(x∗ exp(tE∗))− f(x∗))|
≤ 6|t|((Ef(x)− E∗f(x∗))LipG(f)) 12s2 .
This implies (6.14), hence proving the theorem. 
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7. Construction of an almost maximal directional derivative
Assume G is a Carnot group of step s, rank r and topological dimension n.
Fix a Gδ set N ⊂ G. The main result of this section is Proposition 7.2, which is
an adaptation of [9, Theorem 3.1] and of [28, Theorem 6.1] to G. It shows that
given a Lipschitz function f0 : G→ R, there is a Lipschitz function f : G→ R such
that f − f0 is G-linear and f has an almost locally maximal horizontal directional
derivative at a point of N .
Notation 7.1. For any Lipschitz function f : G → R, define
Df := {(x,E) ∈ N × V1 : ω(E) = 1, Ef(x) exists}.
Note that if f − f0 is G-linear then Df = Df0 and also the functions f and f0
have the same points of Pansu differentiability.
Proposition 7.2. Suppose f0 : G → R is a Lipschitz function, (x0, E0) ∈ Df0 and
δ0, µ, τ,K > 0. Then there is a Lipschitz function f : G → R such that f − f0 is
G-linear with LipG(f − f0) ≤ µ, and a pair (x∗, E∗) ∈ Df with d(x∗, x0) ≤ δ0 and
ω(E∗ − E0) ≤ τ such that E∗f(x∗) > 0 is almost locally maximal in the following
sense.
For any ε > 0 there is δε > 0 such that, whenever (x,E) ∈ Df satisfies both:
(1) d(x, x∗) ≤ δε, Ef(x) ≥ E∗f(x∗) and
(2) for any t ∈ (−1, 1)
|(f(x exp(tE∗))− f(x)) − (f(x∗ exp(tE∗))− f(x∗))|
≤ K|t|(Ef(x)− E∗f(x∗))
1
2s2 ,
then
Ef(x) < E∗f(x∗) + ε.
We use the remainder of this section to prove Proposition 7.2. We recall the
following constants:
• Ca ≥ 1 chosen as in Lemma 5.2,
• CD ≥ 1 as in 2.5.
Fix f0, x0, E0, δ0, τ, µ,K as given in the statement of Proposition 7.2 and define
t0 := min{1/4, µ/2}.
Assumptions 7.3. Without loss of generality, we make the following assumptions:
• K ≥ 4s2, since increasingK makes the statement of Proposition 7.2 stronger,
• LipG(f0) ≤ min{1/2, t0τ2/32}, after multiplying f0 by a positive constant
and possibly increasing K,
• E0f(x0) ≥ 0, by replacing E0 by −E0 if necessary.
We prove Proposition 7.2 using a technique similar to the one implemented in
[28, Theorem 6.1], namely by using Algorithm 7.5 below to construct a sequence of
Lipschitz functions (fm) and a sequence of pairs (xm, Em) in D
fm so that Emf(xm)
converges to an almost locally maximal directional derivative for f . More precisely,
we show that the limits (x∗, E∗) and f have the properties stated in Proposition
7.2.
Notation 7.4. Suppose h : G → R is Lipschitz, the pairs (x,E) and (x′, E′) belong
to Dh, and σ ≥ 0. We write
(x,E) ≤(h,σ) (x′, E′)
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if Eh(x) ≤ E′h(x′) and for all t ∈ (−1, 1)
|(h(x′ exp(tE))− h(x′))− (h(x exp(tE))− h(x))|
≤ K(σ + (E′f(x′)− Ef(x)) 12s2 )|t|.
In the language of Notation 7.4, Proposition 7.2(2) means (x∗, E∗) ≤(f,0) (x,E).
Since N is Gδ we can fix open sets Uk ⊂ G such that N = ∩∞k=0Uk. We may
assume that U0 = G. We point out that, in Algorithm 7.5 below, the order in which
the parameters are chosen plays a crucial role in what follows.
Algorithm 7.5. Let f0, x0, E0, τ and δ0 be as in the assumptions of Proposition
7.2. Let σ0 := 2 and t0 := min{1/4, µ/2}.
Then we can recursively define
(1) fm(x) := fm−1(x) + tm−1〈x,Em−1(0)〉,
(2) σm ∈ (0, σm−1/4),
(3) tm ∈ (0,min{tm−1/2, σm−1/(s2m)}),
(4) λm ∈ (0,min{tmσ2s2m /(2C2s
2
a ), tmτ
2/22m+3}),
(5) Dm to be the set of pairs (x,E) ∈ Dfm = Df0 such that d(x, xm−1) < δm−1
and
(xm−1, Em−1) ≤(fm,σm−1−ε) (x,E)
for some ε ∈ (0, σm−1),
(6) (xm, Em) ∈ Dm such that Efm(x) ≤ Emfm(xm) + λm for every pair
(x,E) ∈ Dm,
(7) εm ∈ (0, σm−1) such that (xm−1, Em−1) ≤(fm,σm−1−εm) (xm, Em),
(8) δm ∈ (0, (δm−1 − d(xm, xm−1))/2) such that BG(xm, δm) ⊂ Um and for all
|t| < CDδ
1
s
m/εm
|(fm(xm exp(tEm))− fm(xm))− (fm(xm−1 exp(tEm−1))− fm(xm−1))|
≤ (Emfm(xm)− Em−1fm(xm−1) + σm−1)|t|.
Proof. Clearly one can make choices satisfying (1)–(5). For (6)–(8) we can proceed
exactly as in [28, Proof of Algorithm 6.4] using Lemma 2.19 and Lemma 2.12 instead
of [28, Lemma 5.2] and [28, Lemma 3.3], respectively.

We omit the proof of the following Lemma since it is exactly the same as the
one of [28, Lemma 6.5] for the Heisenberg group.
Lemma 7.6. The sequences σm, tm, λm, δm, εm converge to 0, and for every m ≥ 1
the inclusion
BG(xm, δm) ⊂ BG(xm−1, δm−1)
holds.
We record for later use that LipG(fm) ≤ 1 for all m ≥ 1 and we define ε′m > 0
by letting
ε′m := min{εm/2, σm−1/2}. (7.1)
We next show that the setsDm form a decreasing sequence. This is an adaptation
of [9, Lemma 3.3].
Lemma 7.7. The following statements hold.
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(1) If m ≥ 1 and (x,E) ∈ Dm+1, then
(xm−1, Em−1) ≤(fm,σm−ε′m) (x,E).
(2) If m ≥ 1, then Dm+1 ⊂ Dm.
(3) If m ≥ 0 and (x,E) ∈ Dm+1, then d(E(0), Em(0)) ≤ σm.
Proof. If m = 0 then (3) holds since
d(E(0), E0(0)) ≤ d(E(0), 0) + d(0, E0(0)) ≤ 2 = σ0.
It is enough to check that, whenever m ≥ 1 and (3) holds for m− 1, then (1), (2)
and (3) hold for m. Fix m ≥ 1 and assume that (3) holds for m− 1, i.e.
d(E(0), Em−1(0)) ≤ σm−1 for all (x,E) ∈ Dm.
Proof of (1). Algorithm 7.5(6) states that (xm, Em) ∈ Dm and hence
d(Em(0), Em−1(0)) ≤ σm−1. (7.2)
Let (x,E) ∈ Dm+1. In particular, by Algorithm 7.5(5) we have Efm+1(x) ≥
Emfm+1(xm). Notice that, since ω(Em) = ω(E) = 1, we have 〈Em(0), Em(0)〉 = 1
and 〈E(0), Em(0)〉 ≤ 1. Let A := Efm(x) − Emfm(xm). Lemma 2.19 and the
inequality Efm+1(x) ≥ Emfm+1(xm) give
Efm+1(x) − Emfm+1(xm)− tm〈E(0), Em(0)〉+ tm ≥ 0.
Combining again Algorithm 7.5(5) with the above inequality, gives
Efm(x) ≥ Emfm(xm) ≥ Em−1fm(xm−1).
In particular, Efm(x) ≥ Em−1fm(xm−1) which is the first requirement for (xm−1, Em−1) ≤(fm,σm−ε′m)
(x,E).
Let B := Efm(x)−Em−1fm(xm−1) ≥ 0. Lemma 2.12 and LipG(fm) ≤ 1 implies
that 0 ≤ A ≤ B ≤ 2. Using these inequalities and K ≥ 4s2 gives
K(B
1
2s2 −A 12s2 ) ≥ (B 2s
2
−1
2s2 +B
2s2−2
2s2 A
1
2s2 + . . .+B
1
2s2A
2s2−2
2s2 +A
2s2−1
2s2 )(B
1
2s2 −A 12s2 )
= B −A
= Emfm(xm)− Em−1fm(xm−1). (7.3)
Since A ≥ Efm+1(x) − Emfm+1(xm), (7.3) implies that
Emfm(xm)− Em−1fm(xm−1) +K(Efm+1(x) − Emfm+1(xm))
1
2s2
≤ KB 12s2 . (7.4)
To prove the second requirement of (xm−1, Em−1) ≤(fm,σm−ε′m) (x,E) we need to
estimate
|(fm(x exp(tEm−1))− fm(x)) − (fm(xm−1 exp(tEm−1))− fm(xm−1))|. (7.5)
We consider two cases, depending on whether t is small or large.
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Suppose |t| < 3CDδ
1
s
m/εm. Estimate (7.5) as follows
|(fm(x exp(tEm−1))− fm(x)) − (fm(xm−1 exp(tEm−1))− fm(xm−1))|
≤ |(fm(x exp(tEm))− fm(x))− (fm(xm exp(tEm))− fm(xm))|
+ |(fm(xm exp(tEm))− fm(xm))
− (fm(xm−1 exp(tEm−1))− fm(xm−1))|
+ |fm(x exp(tEm−1))− fm(x exp(tEm))|. (7.6)
We consider the three terms on the right hand side of (7.6) separately.
Firstly, Algorithm 7.5(1) and Lemma 2.19 give
(fm(x exp(tEm))− fm(x)) − (fm(xm exp(tEm))− fm(xm)) (7.7)
= (fm+1(x exp(tEm))− fm+1(x))− (fm+1(xm exp(tEm))− fm+1(xm))
− tm〈x exp(tEm), Em(0)〉+ tm〈x,Em(0)〉
+ tm〈xm exp(tEm), Em(0)〉 − tm〈xm, Em(0)〉
= (fm+1(x exp(tEm))− fm+1(x))− (fm+1(xm exp(tEm))− fm+1(xm)).
Since (x,E) ∈ Dm+1, using (7.7) gives
|(fm(x exp(tEm))− fm(x)) − (fm(xm exp(tEm))− fm(xm))|
≤ K(σm + (Efm+1(x)− Emfm+1(xm))
1
2s2 )|t|. (7.8)
For the second term in (7.6) we recall that, for the values of t we are considering,
Algorithm 7.5(8) states that
|(fm(xm exp(tEm))− fm(xm))− (fm(xm−1 exp(tEm−1))− fm(xm−1))| (7.9)
≤ (Emfm(xm)− Em−1fm(xm−1) + σm−1)|t|.
The final term in (7.6) is estimated using LipG(fm) ≤ 1 and (7.2):
|fm(x exp(tEm−1))− fm(x exp(tEm))| ≤ d(x exp(tEm−1), x exp(tEm)) (7.10)
= d(tEm−1(0), tEm(0))
≤ σm−1|t|.
Adding (7.8), (7.9) and (7.10), then using (7.4), (7.1) and Algorithm 7.5(2), gives
|(fm(x exp(tEm−1))− fm(x)) − (fm(xm−1 exp(tEm−1))− fm(xm−1))|
≤ K(σm + (Efm+1(x)− Emfm+1(xm))
1
2s2 )|t|
+ (Emfm(xm)− Em−1fm(xm−1) + σm−1)|t|
+ σm−1|t|
≤ K(σm−1 − ε′m + (Efm(x)− Em−1fm(xm−1))
1
2s2 )|t|,
which gives the required estimate of (7.5) for all t with |t| < 3CDδ
1
s
m/εm.
Suppose 3CDδ
1
s
m/εm ≤ |t| < 1. In particular, this implies
δm ≤ εsmts/3CD ≤ εm|t|, (7.11)
where in the last inequality above we used that
εm|t|/3CD ≤ εm/3CD ≤ 1,
which follows from εm ≤ 2 and CD ≥ 1.
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We estimate (7.5) as follows:
|(fm(x exp(tEm−1))− fm(x)) − (fm(xm−1 exp(tEm−1))− fm(xm−1))|
≤ |(fm(xm exp(tEm−1))− fm(xm))
− (fm(xm−1 exp(tEm−1))− fm(xm−1))|
+ |fm(x) − fm(xm)|
+ |fm(x exp(tEm−1))− fm(xm exp(tEm−1))|,
and again we separately consider the three terms on the right hand side.
By Algorithm 7.5(7) we have
(xm−1, Em−1) ≤(fm,σm−1−εm) (xm, Em),
which gives
|(fm(xm exp(tEm−1))− fm(xm))− (fm(xm−1 exp(tEm−1))− fm(xm−1))|
≤ K(σm−1 − εm + (Emfm(xm)− Em−1fm(xm−1))
1
2s2 )|t|. (7.12)
For the estimate of the second term we use LipG(fm) ≤ 1 and (7.11) to get
|fm(x) − fm(xm)| ≤ d(x, xm) ≤ δm ≤ εm|t| ≤ Kεm|t|/(4s2). (7.13)
Notice that x exp(tEm−1) and xm exp(tEm−1) belong to BG(x0, 2 + δ0). Using
Proposition 2.4 and Proposition 2.5, recalling that δm < 1, we get
|fm(x exp(tEm−1)) − fm(xm exp(tEm−1))|
≤ d(x exp(tEm−1), xm exp(tEm−1))
= d(exp(tEm−1)
−1x−1m x exp(tEm−1))
≤ CD(d(xm, x) + t 1s d(xm, x)
s−1
s + t
s−1
s d(xm, x)
1
s )
≤ CD(δm + t 1s δ
s−1
s
m + t
s−1
s δ
1
s
m)
≤ 3CDδ
1
s
m ≤ εm|t| ≤ Kεm|t|/(4s2). (7.14)
Combine (7.12), (7.13) and (7.14) to obtain
|(fm(x exp(tEm−1))− fm(x)) − (fm(xm−1 exp(tEm−1))− fm(xm−1))|
≤ K(σm−1 − εm/2 + (Emfm(xm)− Em−1fm(xm−1))
1
2s2 )
≤ K(σm−1 − ε′m + (Efm(x)− Em−1fm(xm−1))
1
2s2 ),
which gives the required estimate of (7.5) for all t satisfying 3CDδ
1
s
m/εm ≤ |t| < 1.
This completes the proof of (1).
Proof of (2). Suppose (x,E) ∈ Dm+1. Then (x,E) ∈ Dfm+1 = Dfm and Lemma
7.6 implies that d(x, xm−1) < δm−1. Combining this with (1) gives (x,E) ∈ Dm.
This completes the proof of (2).
Proof of (3). Suppose (x,E) ∈ Dm+1. Then by Algorithm 7.5(5) we have
Emfm+1(xm) ≤ Efm+1(x). Moreover, by Algorithm 7.5(1) we have
Emfm(xm) + tm〈Em(0), Em(0)〉 ≤ Efm(x) + tm〈E(0), Em(0)〉. (7.15)
By (2), we have also that (x,E) ∈ Dm, so Algorithm 7.5(6) implies
Efm(x) ≤ Emfm(xm) + λm. (7.16)
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Combining (7.15) and (7.16) gives tm ≤ tm〈E(0), Em(0)〉+ λm, which, up to rear-
rangements, implies
〈E(0), Em(0)〉 ≥ 1− λm/tm.
Therefore one has
|p(E)− p(Em)| = |E(0)− Em(0)| = (2 − 2〈E(0), Em(0)) 12 ≤ (2λm/tm) 12 . (7.17)
Combining Algorithm 7.5(5) and Lemma 5.2 with g(t) := exp(tEm), N = 1 and
D = (2λm/tm)
1
2 , we get
d(E(0), Em(0)) = d(exp(E), exp(Em)) ≤ Ca(2λm/tm)
1
2s2
≤ σm,
which proves (3). 
We next study the convergence of (xm, Em) and fm. We show that the directional
derivatives converge to a directional derivative of the limiting function, and the limit
of (xm, Em) belongs to Dm for every m. This is an adaptation of [9, Lemma 3.4].
Lemma 7.8. The following statements hold:
(1) fm → f pointwise, where f : G → R is Lipschitz and LipG(f) ≤ 1,
(2) f − fm is G-linear and LipG(f − fm) ≤ 2tm for m ≥ 0,
(3) There exist x∗ ∈ N and E∗ ∈ V with ω(E∗) = 1 such that for m ≥ 0 we
have
d(x∗, xm) < δm, and d(E∗(0), Em(0)) ≤ σm.
(4) E∗f(x∗) exists, is strictly positive and Emfm(xm) ↑ E∗f(x∗),
(5) (xm−1, Em−1) ≤(fm,σm−1−ε′m) (x∗, E∗) for m ≥ 1,
(6) (x∗, E∗) ∈ Dm for m ≥ 1,
(7) ω(E∗ − E0) < τ .
Proof. We prove each statement individually.
Proof of (1). Algorithm 7.5(1) gives fm(x) = f0(x)+ 〈x,
∑m−1
k=0 tkEk(0)〉. Define
f : G → R by
f(x) := f0(x) +
〈
x,
∞∑
k=0
tkEk(0)
〉
. (7.18)
Notice |f(x) − fm(x)| ≤ |x|
∑∞
k=m tk|Ek(0)|. Hence by Algorithm 7.5(3) fm → f
pointwise and, since LipG(fm) ≤ 1, we deduce LipG(f) ≤ 1.
Proof of (2). Lemma 2.19 shows that f−fm is G-linear. Moreover, by Algorithm
7.5(3), we have that for every m ≥ 0
LipG(f − fm) ≤
∞∑
k=m
tk ≤ tm
∞∑
k=m
1
2k−m
≤ 2tm.
Proof of (3). Let q ≥ m ≥ 0. The definition of Dq+1 in Algorithm 7.5(5)
shows that (xq , Eq) ∈ Dq+1. Hence points 2 and 3 of Lemma 7.7 imply that
(xq, Eq) ∈ Dm+1, and consequently
d(Eq(0), Em(0)) ≤ σm. (7.19)
Since (xq , Eq) ∈ Dm+1, Algorithm 7.5(5) implies
d(xq , xm) < δm. (7.20)
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Since, by Lemma 7.6, σm, δm → 0 the sequences (xm)∞m=1 and (Em(0))∞m=1 are
Cauchy, and therefore they converge to some x∗ ∈ G and v ∈ G, respectively.
Since Em ∈ V1 and ω(Em) = 1, we know that |p(v)| = 1 and v = (p(v), 0). Using
group translations, we can extend v to a vector field E∗ ∈ V1 with ω(E∗) = 1 and
E∗(0) = v. Letting q →∞ in (7.19) and (7.20) implies that d(E∗(0), Em(0)) ≤ σm
and d(x∗, xm) ≤ δm. Combining Lemma 7.6 and the fact that δm < δm−1/2, we
have the strict inequality d(x∗, xm) < δm.
We now know that x∗ ∈ BG(xm, δm) for every m ≥ 1. Recall that N = ∩∞m=0Um
for open sets Um ⊂ G, and Algorithm 7.5(8) states that BG(xm, δm) ⊂ Um. Hence
x∗ ∈ N .
Proof of (4). As in the proof of (3) we have (xq , Eq) ∈ Dm+1 for every q ≥ m ≥ 0.
Therefore, by Lemma 7.7(1), for every q ≥ m ≥ 1 we have
(xm−1, Em−1) ≤(fm,σm−1−ε′m) (xq , Eq). (7.21)
Algorithm 7.5(1) and (7.21) (with m and q replaced by q + 1) give
Eqfq(xq) < Eqfq+1(xq) ≤ Eq+1fq+1(xq+1) for every q ≥ 0. (7.22)
Hence, since E0f0(x0) ≥ 0, the sequence (Eqfq(xq))∞q=0 is strictly increasing and
positive.
Since LipG(fq) ≤ 1 for every q ≥ 1, by Lemma 2.12, the sequence (Eqfq(xq))∞q=1
is bounded above by 1. Consequently, Eqfq(xq)→ L for some 0 < L ≤ 1. Inequality
(7.22) implies that also Eqfq+1(xq)→ L, and, moreover, one has
Eqf(xq) = Eqfq(xq) + Eq(f − fq)(xq)
and |Eq(f − fq)(xq)| ≤ LipG(f − fq) ≤ 2tq → 0. Hence also Eqf(xq)→ L.
Let q ≥ m ≥ 0 and consider
sm,q := Eqfm(xq)− Em−1fm(xm−1).
By (7.21) we have that sm,q ≥ 0. Letting q →∞, writing fm = f + (fm − f), and
using the G-linearity of fm − f one gets
sm,q → sm := (fm − f)(E∗(0)) + L− Em−1fm(xm−1) ≥ 0. (7.23)
Since LipG(fm − f) ≤ 2tm and Em−1fm(xm−1) → L, also sm → 0 as m → ∞.
(7.21) implies that
|(fm(xq exp(tEm−1))− fm(xq))− (fm(xm−1 exp(tEm−1))− fm(xm−1))|
≤ K(σm−1 − ε′m + (sm,q)
1
2s2 )|t| for t ∈ (−1, 1). (7.24)
Letting q →∞ in (7.24) shows that
|(fm(x∗ exp(tEm−1))− fm(x∗))− (fm(xm−1 exp(tEm−1))− fm(xm−1))|
≤ K(σm−1 − ε′m + (sm)
1
2s2 )|t| for t ∈ (−1, 1). (7.25)
Since LipG(f) ≤ 1 and d(E∗(0), Em−1(0)) ≤ σm−1, we obtain
|f(x∗ exp(tE∗))− f(x∗ exp(tEm−1))| ≤ d(x∗(tE∗(0)), x∗(tEm−1(0)))
≤ σm−1|t|. (7.26)
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Since f − fm is G-linear and LipG(f − fm) ≤ 2tm we can estimate
|(f − fm)(x∗ exp(tEm−1))− (f − fm)(x∗)| = |(f − fm)(exp(tEm−1))|
= |(f − fm)(δt(exp(Em−1)))|
≤ tLipG(f − fm)
≤ 2tm|t|. (7.27)
Combining (7.25), (7.26) and (7.27) shows that for t ∈ (−1, 1):
|(f(x∗ exp(tE∗))− f(x∗))− (fm(xm−1 exp(tEm−1))− fm(xm−1))|
≤ |(fm(x∗ exp(tEm−1))− fm(x∗))
− (fm(xm−1 exp(tEm−1))− fm(xm−1))|
+ |f(x∗ exp(tE∗))− f(x∗ exp(tEm−1))|
+ |(f − fm)(x∗ exp(tEm−1))− (f − fm)(x∗)|
≤ (K(σm−1 − ε′m + (sm)
1
2s2 ) + σm−1 + 2tm)|t|.
Fix ε > 0 and choose m ≥ 1 such that
K(σm−1 − ε′m + (sm)
1
2s2 ) + σm−1 + 2tm ≤ ε/3
and
|Em−1fm(xm−1)− L| ≤ ε/3.
Using the definition of Em−1fm(xm−1), we find 0 < δ < 1 such that for every |t| < δ
|fm(xm−1 exp(tEm−1))− fm(xm−1)− tEm−1fm(xm−1)| ≤ ε|t|/3.
Hence, for every |t| < δ
|f(x∗ exp(tE∗))− f(x∗)− tL|
≤ |(f(x∗ exp(tE∗))− f(x∗))− (fm(xm−1 exp(tEm−1))− fm(xm−1))|
+ |fm(xm−1 exp(tEm−1))− fm(xm−1)− tEm−1fm(xm−1)|
+ |Em−1fm(xm−1)− L||t|
≤ ε|t|.
This proves that E∗f(x∗) exists and is equal to L. We have already seen that
(Eqfq(xq))
∞
q=1 is a strictly increasing sequence of positive numbers. This proves
(4).
Proof of (5). The definition of L and Lemma 2.19 imply
E∗fm(x∗) = L+ E∗(fm − f)(x∗) = L+ (fm − f)(E∗(0)).
Using (7.23) shows sm = E∗fm(x∗) − Em−1fm(xm−1) ≥ 0. Substituting this in
(7.25) gives (5).
Proof of (6). Property (6) is a consequence of (3), (4) and (5).
Proof of (7). We start by estimating ω(E1−E0). By Algorithm 7.5(6), for every
(x,E) ∈ D1 we have
Ef1(x) ≤ E1f1(x1) + λ1,
where
f1(x) = f0(x) + t0 〈x,E0(0)〉 . (7.28)
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Clearly
E0f1(x0) = E0f0(x0) + t0
and
E1f1(x1) = E1f0(x1) + t0〈E1(0), E0(0)〉.
By Algorithm 7.5(5), (x0, E0) ∈ D1 and therefore
E0f1(x0) ≤ E1f1(x1) + λ1. (7.29)
A simple calculation using (7.29) then gives
ω(E1, E0) = 〈E1(0), E0(0)〉 ≥ 1− λ1
t0
+
E0f0(x0)− E1f0(x1)
t0
. (7.30)
Since ω is an inner product norm we can estimate as follows:
ω(E1 − E0) =
(
ω(E1)
2 + ω(E0)
2 − 2ω(E1, E0)
) 1
2
= (2− 2ω(E1, E0))
1
2
≤
(
2λ1
t0
+
2|E0f0(x0)− E1f0(x1)|
t0
) 1
2
≤
(
2λ1
t0
+
4LipG(f0)
t0
) 1
2
≤ τ
2
,
where in the last inequality above we used the estimate on LipG(f0) in Assumption
7.3 and the estimate on λ1 in Algorithm 7.5(3). Next, as proved in (7.17), for every
m ≥ 1 and (x,E) ∈ Dm+1 we have
ω(E − Em) ≤ (2λm/tm)
1
2 . (7.31)
Using the estimate in Algorithm 7.5(4), this implies that for every m ≥ 1:
ω(Em+1 − Em) < τ
2m+1
. (7.32)
Therefore,
ω(E∗ − E0) = lim
m→∞
ω(Em − E0) ≤
∞∑
m=2
ω(Em − Em−1) + ω(E1 − E0)
< τ
∞∑
m=2
1
2m
+
τ
2
= τ.

We now prove that the limit directional derivative E∗f(x∗) is almost locally
maximal in horizontal directions. This is an adaptation of [9, Lemma 3.5].
Lemma 7.9. For all ε > 0 there is δε > 0 such that if (x,E) ∈ Df satisfies
d(x∗, x) ≤ δε and (x∗, E∗) ≤(f,0) (x,E), then
Ef(x) < E∗f(x∗) + ε.
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Proof. Fix ε > 0. By Lemma 7.6 we choose m ≥ 1 such that
m ≥ 4/ε 2s
2
−1
2s2 and λm, tm ≤ ε/4. (7.33)
Recall that ε′m = min{εm/2, σm−1/2}. Using Lemma 7.8(3) and 7.8(6) , fix δε > 0
such that
δε < δm−1 − d(x∗, xm−1)
such that for every |t| < 3Dδ
1
s
ε /ε′m
|(fm(x∗ exp(tE∗))− fm(x∗))− (fm(xm−1 exp(tEm−1))− fm(xm−1))|
≤ (E∗fm(x∗)− Em−1fm(xm−1) + σm−1)|t|. (7.34)
Such δε exists since, by Lemma 7.8(5), we have E∗fm(x∗) ≥ Em−1fm(xm−1).
We argue by contradiction and we suppose that (x,E) ∈ Df satisfies d(x∗, x) ≤
δε, (x∗, E∗) ≤(f,0) (x,E) and Ef(x) ≥ E∗f(x∗)+ ε. We plan to show that (x,E) ∈
Dm. We first observe that this gives a contradiction. Indeed, Algorithm 7.5(6) and
the monotone convergence Emfm(xm) ↑ E∗f(x∗) would then imply
Efm(x) ≤ Emfm(xm) + λm ≤ E∗f(x∗) + λm.
By Lemma 7.8(2) and (7.33) we would deduce that
Ef(x) − E∗f(x∗) = (Efm(x)− E∗f(x∗)) + E(f − fm)(x)
≤ λm + 2tm
≤ 3ε/4,
which contradicts the assumption that Ef(x) ≥ E∗f(x∗) + ε.
Proof that (x,E) ∈ Dm. Since f − fm is G-linear we have Df = Dfm and
therefore (x,E) ∈ Dfm . Next observe that
d(x, xm−1) ≤ d(x, x∗) + d(x∗, xm−1) < δm−1.
Hence, it suffices to show that (xm−1, Em−1) ≤(fm,σm−1−ε′m/2) (x,E). Lemma 2.12
implies
|E(f − fm)(x)|, |E∗(f − fm)(x∗)| ≤ LipG(f − fm).
Hence by definition of (x,E) and by (7.33) we have
Efm(x)− E∗fm(x∗) ≥ Ef(x)− E∗f(x∗)− 2LipG(fm − f)
≥ ε− 4tm ≥ 0.
Lemma 7.8(6) states that (x∗, E∗) ∈ Dm, which implies Em−1fm(xm−1) ≤ E∗fm(x∗)
and hence
Efm(x) ≥ E∗fm(x∗) ≥ Em−1fm(xm−1).
In particular, the inequality Efm(x) ≥ Em−1fm(xm−1) proves the first requirement
of (xm−1, Em−1) ≤(fm,σm−1−ε′m/2) (x,E).
We next deduce several inequalities from our hypotheses. Let
• A := Ef(x)− E∗f(x∗),
• B := Efm(x)− E∗fm(x∗),
• C := Efm(x) − Em−1fm(xm−1).
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By definition of (x,E) we have A ≥ ε, while the inequalities above give 0 ≤ B ≤ C.
By Lemma 2.12 we have that A, B, C ≤ 2. Recalling the factorization
A−B =
(
B
2s2−1
2s2 +B
s
2
−1
s
2 A
1
2s2 + . . .+B
1
2s2A
s
2
−1
s
2 +A
2s2−1
2s2
)(
A
1
2s2 −B 12s2
)
(7.35)
and using Lemma 7.8(2), (7.33) and Algorithm 7.5(3), we obtain
A
1
2s2 −B 12s2 ≤ (A−B)/ε 2s
2
−1
2s2
= (E(f − fm)(x)− E∗(f − fm)(x∗))/ε
2s2−1
2s2
≤ 4tm/ε
2s2−1
2s2
≤ mtm
≤ σm−1/s2.
Since B, C ≤ 2 and K ≥ 4s2 we have
B
2s2−1
2s2 +B
s
2
−1
s
2 A
1
2s2 + . . .+B
1
2s2 A
s
2
−1
s
2 +A
2s2−1
2s2 ≤ 4s2 ≤ K.
Hence using (7.35) with A replaced by C gives
KC
1
2s2 −KB 12s2 ≥ C −B = E∗fm(x∗)− Em−1fm(xm−1).
Combining our estimates we eventually find
E∗fm(x∗)− Em−1fm(xm−1) +K(Ef(x)− E∗f(x∗))
1
2s2
= E∗fm(x∗)− Em−1fm(xm−1) +KA
1
2s2
≤ KC 12s2 −KB 12s2 +K(B 12s2 + σm−1/s2)
= K((Efm(x)− Em−1fm(xm−1))
1
2s2 + σm−1/s
2). (7.36)
We now prove the second requirement of (xm−1, Em−1) ≤(fm,σm−1−ε′m/2) (x,E).
We need to estimate
|(fm(x exp(tEm−1))− fm(x)) − (fm(xm−1 exp(tEm−1))− fm(xm−1))|. (7.37)
We consider two cases, depending on whether t is small or large.
Suppose |t| ≤ 3CDδ
1
s
ε /ε′m. To estimate (7.37) we use the inequality
|(fm(x exp(tEm−1))− fm(x)) − (fm(xm−1 exp(tEm−1))− fm(xm−1)|
≤ |(fm(x exp(tE∗))− fm(x)) − (fm(x∗ exp(tE∗))− fm(x∗))|
+ |(fm(x∗ exp(tE∗))− fm(x∗))
− (fm(xm−1 exp(tEm−1))− fm(xm−1))|
+ |fm(x exp(tEm−1))− fm(x exp(tE∗)|. (7.38)
Since (x∗, E∗) ≤(f,0) (x,E), by Lemma 2.19 and G-linearity of fm − f we can
estimate the first term in (7.38) by
|(fm(x exp(tE∗))− fm(x)) − (fm(x∗ exp(tE∗))− fm(x∗))|
≤ |f(x exp(tE∗)− f(x))− (f(x∗ exp(tE∗)− f(x∗))|
≤ K(Ef(x)− E∗f(x∗))
1
2s2 |t|. (7.39)
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Since t is small, by (7.34) we get
|(fm(x∗ exp(tE∗))− fm(x∗))− (fm(xm−1 exp(tEm−1))− fm(xm−1))|
≤ (E∗fm(x∗)− Em−1fm(xm−1) + σm−1)|t|.
Lemma 7.8 implies that the third term of (7.38) is bounded above by σm−1|t|. By
combining the estimates of each term and using (7.36) we get
|(fm(x exp(tEm−1))− fm(x)) − (fm(xm−1 exp(tEm−1))− fm(xm−1))|
≤ (K(Ef(x)− E∗f(x∗))
1
2s2 + E∗fm(x∗)− Em−1fm(xm−1) + 2σm−1)|t|
≤ (K((Efm(x) − Em−1fm(xm−1))
1
2s2 + σm−1/s
2) + 2σm−1)|t|
≤ K(σm−1 − ε′m/2 + (Efm(x) − Em−1fm(xm−1))
1
2s2 )|t|, (7.40)
where we have used ε′m ≤ σm−1/2 and K ≥ 4s2 in the final line. This gives the
required estimate of (7.37) for small t.
Suppose 3CDδ
1
s
ε /ε′m ≤ |t| ≤ 1. To estimate (7.37) we use the inequality
|(fm(x exp(tEm−1))− fm(x))− (fm(xm−1 exp(tEm−1))− fm(xm−1))|
≤ |(fm(x∗ exp(tEm−1))− fm(x∗))
− (fm(xm−1 exp(tEm−1))− fm(xm−1))|
+ |fm(x∗)− fm(x)| + |fm(x exp(tEm−1))− fm(x∗ exp(tEm−1))|.
Lemma 7.8(5) shows that the first term on the right hand side is bounded above
by
K(σm−1 − ε′m + (E∗fm(x∗)− Em−1fm(xm−1))
1
2s2 )|t|.
The second term is bounded by d(x∗, x) ≤ δε ≤ ε′m|t| ≤ Kε′m|t|/s2. For the third
term, we use Lemma 2.5 with x = exp(tEm−1) and y = x
−1
∗ x to get
|fm(x exp(tEm−1))− fm(x∗ exp(tEm−1))|
≤ d(x exp(tEm−1), x∗ exp(tEm−1))
≤ CD
(
d(x∗, x) + t
1
s d(x∗, x)
s−1
s + t
s−1
s d(x∗, x)
1
s
)
≤ CD(δm + δ
s−1
s
m + δ
1
s
m)
≤ 3CDδ
1
s
m
≤ ε′m|t|
≤ Kε′m|t|/(4s2).
Combining the three estimates and using E∗fm(x∗) ≤ Efm(x) gives
|(fm(x exp(tEm−1))− fm(x)) − (fm(xm−1 exp(tEm−1))− fm(xm−1))|
≤ K(σm−1 − ε′m/2 + (Efm(x)− Em−1fm(xm−1))
1
2s2 )|t|.
This gives the required estimate of (7.37) for large t and therefore
(xm−1, Em−1) ≤(fm,σm−1−ε′m/2) (x,E),
which concludes the proof. 
We conclude this section proving Proposition 7.2 and Theorem 1.1.
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Proof of Proposition 7.2. Proposition 7.2 easily follows from Lemma 7.8 and Lemma
7.9. Indeed, Lemma 7.8 states that there is f : G→ R Lipschitz such that f − f0 is
linear and LipG(f − f0) ≤ 2t0 ≤ µ. It also states there is (x∗, E∗) ∈ Df satisfying
d(x∗, x0) < δ0 and E∗f(x∗) > 0. Lemma 7.9 then shows that E∗f(x∗) is almost
locally maximal in the sense of Proposition 7.2. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let B ⊂ V1 be a ball of directions as in Assumption 6.1.
Let f0 : G → R be a Lipschitz function. Multiplying f0 by a non-zero constant does
not change the set of points where it is Pansu differentiable. Hence we can assume
without loss of generality that LipG(f0) ≤ 1/4.
Fix an arbitrary pair (x0, E0) ∈ Df0 and apply Proposition 7.2 with δ0 = 1,
µ = 1/4 and K = 4s2. This gives a Lipschitz function f : G → R such that f − f0
is G-linear with LipG(f − f0) ≤ 1/4 and a pair (x∗, E∗) ∈ Df with x∗ ∈ N and
E∗f(x∗) > 0 which is almost locally maximal in the following sense.
For any ε > 0 there is δε > 0 such that whenever (x,E) ∈ Df satisfies both
(1) d(x, x∗) ≤ δε, Ef(x) ≥ E∗f(x∗), and
(2) for any t ∈ (−1, 1):
|(f(x exp(tE∗))− f(x)) − (f(x∗ exp(tE∗))− f(x∗))|
≤ 4s2|t|(Ef(x)− E∗f(x∗))
1
2s2 ,
then
Ef(x) < E∗f(x∗) + ε.
Since LipG(f0) ≤ 1/4 and LipG(f − f0) ≤ 1/4 we have LipG(f) ≤ 1/2. Notice
that (x∗, E∗) is also almost locally maximal in the sense of Theorem 6.6, since the
restriction on pairs above is weaker than that in Theorem 6.6. Hence Theorem 6.6
implies that f is Pansu differentiable at x∗ ∈ N . Since a G-linear function is Pansu
differentiable everywhere, it follows f0 is Pansu differentiable at x∗. This proves
Theorem 1.1. 
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